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Abstract This deliverable provides the definition of ecoMessages and 

introduces the associated API. It includes the detailed requirements 
on the content of ecoMessages, the available standards and 
approaches, and the specification of the ecoMessages.  
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TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
 
The terms and abbreviations used in WP2.4.2 are based on the common terminology 
document in eCoMove and those defined in D2.1 [1], D3.1 [2], D4.1 [3] and D5.1 [4].  
Definitions on these pages reflect the definitions used for this document and are not 
necessarily the same for the next phases of the project.  
 
Abbreviation Definition 
  
AGORA-C implementAtion of Global lOcation Referencing Approach – 

Compact; ISO Standard for location referencing 
ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation 1 
BER Basic Encoding Rules 
C2X Car to Car or Car to Infrastructure communication (car means 

also vehicle) 
CAM Cooperative Awareness Message 
CAN Controller Area Network 
CVIS Cooperative Vehicle Infrastructure Systems 
DAB Digital Audio Broadcasting 
DENM Decentralised Environmental Notification Message 
DLR1 Dynamic Location Reference; Synonym for AGORA-C in TPEG 
DMB Digital Multimedia Broadcasting 
DSRC Dedicated Short-Range Communications 
DVB Digital Video Broadcasting 
EBU European Broadcast Union 
ecoCAM eco Cooperative Awareness Message 
ecoFVD eco Floating Vehicle Data 
ecoTSD eco Traffic Situation Data 
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
GN GeoNetworking protocol 
GPRS General Packet Radio Service 
GPS Global Positioning System 
HD High-definition 
I2V Infrastructure to Vehicle communication 
ITS Intelligent transport systems 
MPP Most Probable Path 
OCIT Open Communication Interface for Road Traffic Control 

Systems 
OpenLR Open Location Referencing; royalty-free Open Specification for 

Location Referencing 
OSGi Open Services Gateway initiative 
PER Packed Encoding Rules 
PDU Protocol Data Unit 
PVT Position Velocity Time 
RIS Roadside ITS station 
RHW Road Hazard Warning 
RSU Roadside unit 
SP Sub-project 
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TPEG  Transport Protocol Experts Group 
TPEG-TEC TPEG- Traffic Event Compact application 
TPEG-TFP TPEG-Traffic Flow and Prediction application 
TMC Traffic management centre 
TPO Transport planning office  
TC Technical Committee 
TS Technical Specification 
V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication 
V2I Vehicle to Infrastructure communication 
V2X Vehicle to Vehicle or Vehicle to Infrastructure communication  
VIS Vehicle ITS station 
VPM Vehicle Path Message 
VPH Vehicle Path History 
WAVE Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments 
WGS84 World Geodetic System - 1984 
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network 
WP Work Package 
XML Extensible Markup Language 
 

 
Term Definition 
  
ecoCooperativeHorizon   The electronic horizon is an entity containing information 

relevant for driving within a specific range of the route driven 
in the near future. The range can be defined by time or by 
distance of the future route. The route is assessed using several 
data such as target in navigation software or commonly chosen 
targets. The adjective “cooperative” emphasizes that all 
necessary information are provided or improved by vehicle-to-
infrastructure or vehicle-to-vehicle communication. The 
adjective “eco” indicates that fuel consumption relevant map 
data are included. 

ecoDynamicMap ecoStaticMap enriched with dynamic attributes relevant for 
Dynamic ecoRouting and ecoDriving; dynamic attributes 
includes Real-Time Traffic information, Weather information 
etc. 

ecoFVD message eco Floating Vehicle Data message is a set of information sent 
by a vehicle to other vehicles and/or to the infrastructure in 
order to describe a vehicle’s progress (e.g. last geographical 
positions and related time stamps, average speed in the last 
minutes…), its fuel consumption (e.g. kind of fuel, 
consumption indicators during the last time interval…) and its 
destination (in terms of geographical coordinates). This name 
is no longer used, but substituted by eCoMessage in general. 
eCoFVD message is implemented extending ETSI 
CAM/DENM messages. eCoMessages is used to represent the 
full set of messages defined in eCoMove.   
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ecoSituationalModel The situational model predicts the future driving situation for 
the near future within the ecoCooperativeHorizon and provides 
information about the estimated velocity profile with the 
corresponding probability. It is based on the behaviour of 
average drivers in standard situations. The purpose of the 
situational model is to optimize the driving strategy of the host 
vehicle in terms of fuel efficiency and CO2 emission.  

ecoTSD message eco Traffic Situation Data message is a set of information sent 
by the infrastructure to vehicles for eco-driving of individual 
vehicles including data related to road congestion, delay, 
traffic control information and traffic flow, speed predictions, 
etc. This name is no longer used, but substituted by 
eCoMessage in general. This class of message are mainly 
based on TPEG specification eCoMessages is used to represent 
the full set of messages defined in eCoMove.   
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1. Introduction 
This document summarizes the results achieved by the WP2.4.2. It includes the 
detailed requirements on the content of ecoMessages, the available standards and 
approaches, and the specification of the ecoMessages. Whereas D2.5 proposes an 
initial ecoMessage design to provide related project partners a basis for giving 
detailed feedback to WP2.4.2, this document manifests the final state of ecoMessages.  
 
The guideline of the specification of ecoMessages is to use existing standards as much 
as possible in order to achieve the maximum level of interoperability. However, 
existing standards and approaches used in related R&D projects may not cover all the 
data needed by ecoMessages. In this case, there is a need to propose the adaptation to 
existing standards and to harmonize the development by promoting ecoMessages in 
corresponding standardization bodies. WP2.4.2 has already started such activities 
proposing for example to ETSI WG1 the user of the eCoCam content. 
 
This document is organised as follows: Section 2 outlines the reference system and 
requirements concerning ecoMessages. Section 3 gives an overview of the 
ecoMessages this document addresses. Section 4 presents state of the art. Section 5 
analyses the content of ecoMessages. Section 6 details the specification of 
ecoMessages, while Section 7 describes the API, providing coding example. Annex A 
– CAM and DENM in ETSI TC ITS and Annex B – TPEG standards contain 
descriptions of reference messages in more detail. Annex C – ASN.1 eCoMessage 
Specification provides ASN.1 specification of the eCoMessages.  
 

1.1. Document Objectives 
It is possible to summarize the objectives of the document with the flowing list.  

1. This deliverable summarizes the specification for the eCoMessages, with 
reference to the communication model within eCoMove 

2. This deliverable shall serve as a basis for further standardisation extensions for 
supporting sustainable and energy aware applications 

3. The deliverable shall support the use of the eCoMessage API of the 
components provided in the context of eCoMove project 
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2. Reference system and requirements  
2.1. Reference system of ecoMessages 

The ecoMessages specified by WP2.4.2 include the eco Floating Vehicle Data 
(ecoFVD) and eco Traffic Situation Data (ecoTSD), as specified in the DoW. The 
ecoFVD is used to collect and disseminate data from vehicles for eco traffic 
management and control as well as for eco-driving of individual vehicles and fleet 
management. The data can be disseminated via V2V communication to other vehicles 
and via V2I to roadside unit. The ecoFVD will be capable to include locally collected 
data such as vehicle destination, planned route, current fuel consumption and vehicle 
operation data from CAN Bus  as well as information obtained from other vehicles 
and the infrastructure. The ecoFVD will further extend the Cooperative Awareness 
Message CAM [7] and Decentralized Environmental Notification Message DENM [8] 
developed in related projects and standardization bodies with the capability to address 
eco-driving. 
 
The ecoTSD is used to collect and disseminate data from infrastructure for eco-
driving of individual vehicles. It will adapt and extend the TPEG messages [12], [13] 
to allow messages sent from the infrastructure to vehicles using short-range wireless 
communications to disseminate the latest traffic situation in a small area. ecoTSD data 
will include data related to road congestion, delay, traffic control information and 
traffic flow, speed predictions, etc. 
 
Figure 1 shows the overall eCoMove system concept from D2.1 [1], and is the basis 
for WP2.4.2 to specify the various types of ecoMessages. 
 

 
Figure 1: Overall system concept 

 
2.2. Requirements concerning ecoMessages 

This section lists requirements from SP3, SP4 and SP5. Several applications and 
services defined in eCoMove SP3 affect the ecoFVD and ecoTSD, namely 
ecoTripPlanning, ecoNavigation, ecoDrivingSupport, ecoMonitoring and 
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ecoCooperativeHorizon service. The requirements of these applications and services 
concerning the ecoFVD and ecoTSD from Application Subprojects are summed up in 
Table 1. They are extracted from the requirements of SP3, which are listed in chapter 
8 of D3.1 [2]. The requirements of SP4 and SP5 are presented in Table 2 and Table 3 
respectively. All requirements are indexed in the format “SP number-X-Y”, where 
index X refers to the generating application/component as follows (not every 
application/component addresses a requirement concerning the ecoMessage): 

1 - ecoTripPlanning,  
2 - ecoInformation, 
3 - dynamic ecoNavigation,  
4 - ecoDrivingSupport,  
5 - ecoPostTrip,  
6 - ecoMonitoring  
7 - ecoHMI,  
8 - ecoCooperativeHorizon,  
9 - TripDataSet 

 
An F in the second column in Table 1 declares a functional requirement, OE stands 
for operational/environmental requirements, and S stands for security requirements. 

Table 1: Requirements concerning ecoMessages from SP3 

SP3-1-
0005 F 

Description:  
A link to external services is necessary to provide the system with 
data which are not locally available. 
Data as historical data, traffic limitation etc. are available from 
external services. 
Rationale:  
Building block for ecoTrip planning 

SP3-1-
0010 

OE Description:  
The ecoTripPlanning application should be able to access 
TrafficStatePredictions (SP5) to enable the user to perform the 
following check: 
a. One day or more before the trip: based on historic traffic 
profiles – check should be done daily 
b. Day of the trip: prediction of traffic state based on actual traffic 
situation – check should be done each hour 
Rationale:  
For providing optimal suggestions 

SP3-3-
0008 

F Description:  
Green Routing should make use of dynamic traffic information 
and situational data. 
Rationale:  
The least fuel consuming route depends on the possible speeds 
along the route; this information can be collected and distributed 
centrally. Also incidents need to be taken into account. 
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Roadside units can distribute situational information about local 
traffic and near-future events like traffic light phases. 

SP3-3-
0009 

F Description:  
Green Routing should make use of floating vehicle data from other 
vehicles. 
Rationale:  
Information from other vehicles might allow conclusions on where 
it’s currently possible to drive in a fuel efficient way. 

SP3-3-
0010 

F Description:  
Green Routing should make use of route advice from a traffic 
centre. 
Rationale:  
A traffic centre might have route advice that takes into account on 
the one hand planned measured like future traffic light control 
settings, on the other hand the effects of one vehicle on the total 
fuel consumption of the vehicles in the area. 

SP3-3-
0018 

OE Description:  
Green Routing should access situational data from Road-Side 
Units and floating car data from other vehicles via the dynamic 
eCoMap. 
Rationale:  
Situational data helps locally optimizing the route. 

SP3-3-
0020 

OE Description:  
Green Routing should receive route advice from traffic centre. 
Rationale:  
This is the counterpart to SP5 route advice. 

SP3-4-
0005 

F Description:  
The driving strategies consider information about the driving style 
of front vehicle to improve the prediction of future driving 
situations and thereby improve the calculation of green driving 
strategies. 
Rationale:  
The front vehicle affects the driving strategy of the following 
vehicle. A probable behavior of the front vehicle can be assessed 
taking a standard driver into account. The system should also be 
able to assess the driving style of the front driver using several 
sensor informations. If the front vehicle is equipped with a 
eCoMove system it should determine and predict the driving style 
of its driver. This information should be transmitted to the 
following vehicle to increase the predicion accuracy and thus the 
effectiveness of driving strategies. 

SP3-6-
0004 

F Description:  
The ecoMonitoring system sends to the control centre and to 
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external vehicles as floating car data, some parameters related to 
the vehicle itself and to the current trip.  
[The parameters could be:  
 -vehicle parameters: GPS position, speed, rpm, brake pedal 

status, cruise control if available, clutch status, stop&start if 
available, gas pedal, acceleration longitudinal/lateral 

 -trip parameters: destination of the trip, road slope] 
Rationale:  
Send to other vehicles and to the control centre the real time data 
related to the current trip of the vehicle. 

SP3-6-
0007 

OE Description:  
The ecoMonitoring application should be able to provide the 
ecoFCD message (incl. destination information) to the 
communication platform 
Rationale:  
The ecoMonitoring should send to the communication platform 
the set of data to be sent out to vehicles and traffic management 
centre. 

SP3-6-
0008 

OE Description:  
The control centre defines some specific TBD parameters to be 
received by the ecoMonitoring system for any trip of the vehicle. 
[The parameters could be: 
 -vehicle parameters: speed, rpm, brake pedal status, fuel level, 
cruise control if available, clutch status, stop&start if available, 
external temperature, fuel consumption, gas pedal, acceleration 
longitudinal/lateral  
 -trip parameters: starting and ending  position, travelling time, 

travelling distance, roads slope] 
Rationale:  
The control centre discriminates among all data related to a 
generic trip, and selects a limited set of parameters to be sent from 
the ecoMonitoring system. 

SP3-6-
0012 

S Description:  
Immunity requirement: the data sent from the ecoMonitoring 
should be not accessible from external programs that could modify 
the contents. The data format should be encrypted to be read only 
from an ecoMove system. 
Rationale:  
Immunity requirement from external illegal access. 

SP3-8-
0011 

F Description:  
The system is able to receive and process information via the V2V 
communication unit. 
This information include: 
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- MPP of the sending vehicle 
- Next maneuver attempted by the sending vehicle 
- Distance to the next maneuver 
- Current speed and position of the sending vehicle 

SP3-8-
0015 

OE Description:  
V2V communication transmits and receives 
• Position (WGS84) incl. lane info 
• Speed (km/h) 
• Heading (degree against north) 
• MPP (location reference following AGORA-C)  
of each communication participant within reach. 
Rationale:  
Building block for detailed information on vehicle environment 

SP3-8-
0023 

OE Description:  
Traffic lights controller transmits  
• Location reference of traffic lights 
• Residual red display times for each driving direction  
to each eCoMove vehicle within reach. 
Rationale:  
Building block for ecoDriving: To avoid unnecessary braking and 
acceleration. 

 
Requirements from SP4 extracted from D4.1 [3] are listed in Table 2, where SP4-2-
08/09/10 are similar to SP3-3-08/09/10. 

Table 2: Requirements concerning ecoMessages from SP4 

SP4-1B-
15 F 

Description:  
The eco-coaching system should get real-time data to adapt to the 
specific driving situations. 
Rationale:  
With e-horizon, map-data and traffic information the eco-coaching 
system should adjust the information, coaching and feedback to 
the driver according to the situation. 

SP4-2-
08 F 

Description:  
ecoNavigation should make use of dynamic traffic information 
and situational data. 
Rationale:  
The least fuel consuming route depends on the possible speeds 
along the route; this information can be collected and distributed 
centrally. Also incidents need to be taken into account. 
Roadside units can distribute situational information about local 
traffic and near-future events like traffic light phases. 
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SP4-2-
09 F 

Description:  
ecoNavigation should make use of floating vehicle data from other 
vehicles. 
Rationale:  
Information from other vehicles might allow conclusions on where 
it’s currently possible to drive in a fuel efficient way. 

SP4-2-
10 F 

Description:  
ecoNavigation should be able to incorporate route advice from a 
traffic centre. 
Rationale:  
A traffic centre might have route advice that takes into account on 
the one hand planned measures like future traffic light control 
settings, on the other hand the effects of one vehicle on the total 
fuel consumption of the vehicles in the area. 

SP4-2-
20 F 

Description:  
When new floating vehicle data or dynamic traffic information is 
available, the route is recalculated. If the newly calculated route 
shows a significant fuel saving compared to the previous one, it 
replaces the previous route for further guidance. 
Rationale:  
New dynamic traffic information or V2V information (or even the 
ego vehicle moving with a different speed than assumed, for the 
time dependency of traffic pattern data) might outdate a route. 

 
Requirements from SP5 extracted from D5.1 [4] are listed in Table 3. 

Table 3: Requirements concerning ecoMessages from SP5 

SP5-0-
0001 OE 

Description:  
Vehicle systems should be capable of transmitting vehicle 
information to infrastructure following the CAM standard 

  
Rationale:  
Vehicle information is needed by most of the infrastructure 
functionalities 

SP5-2-
0019 F 

Description:  
Use vehicle curent fuel consumption data to improve the 
estimation of link specific fuel consumption 

  
Rationale:  
To have more specific data available on fuel consumption other 
than traffic volumes 

SP5-3-
20 F 

Description:  
When vehicle generated data (CAM) is available, this data is used 
to estimate accurate traffic states for the road section of a green 
wave. 
Rationale:  
For a more accurate tuning of coordination speed and strategies, 
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and priorisation of directions. 

SP5-3-
0022 OE 

Description:  
The infrastructure system provides traffic and signal states to the 
vehicles 
Rationale:  
Information from infrastructure system is needed by the vehicle in 
order to improve vehcle applications 

SP5-3-
0027 OE 

Description:  
ecoTraffic forecast can be converted to ecoMessages (TBD) 
Rationale:  
To distribute traffic state prediction to the driver and fleet 
operators or navigation service providers a suitable (standardised) 
format will be used to describe the information 

SP5-3-
0028 OE 

Description:  
ecoStrategies can be converted to ecoMessages (TBD) 
Rationale:  
To distribute traffic control strategies to the driver and fleet 
operators or navigation service providers a suitable (standardised) 
format will be used to describe the information 

SP5-3-
0029 OE 

Description:  
traffic light control information can be convertes to ecoMessages 
(TBD) 
Rationale:  
To distribute traffic light control information to the driver a 
suitable (standardised) format will be used to describe the 
information 

SP5-6-
0044 F 

Description:  
Traffic light control is based on ecoFVD and local sensor data 
Rationale:  
The traffic light control (optimisation) should consider ecoFVD 
and local sensor data 

SP5-7-
0047 F 

Description:  
Individual vehicles, platoons and traffic flows are weighed 
differently based on their importance to control objectives 
Rationale:  
Priority green should go to the direction with the biggest impact on 
fuel consumption 

SP5-8-
54 LF 

Description:  
Information (and advices) transmitted as ecoTSD are in line with 
the traffic conditions in the environment of the vehicle. 
Rationale:  
Arbitrary recommendation are likely to be ignored by drivers. 

SP5-11-
66 F 

Description:  
When ecoFVD is available, traffic demand estimation uses this 
data in combination with historic data and infrastructure sensor 
data. 
Rationale:  
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Multiple data sources are needed for the most reliable estimation. 
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3. Overview of ecoMessages 
WP2.4.2 will use existing standards as much as possible, which include CAM used 
for cooperative systems as well as TPEG. WP2.4.2 will only specify messages that do 
not exist or need certain adaptations in existing standards.  
 
According to Figure 1, the ecoFVD, which will be sent via ITS G5 [14] (European 
profile standard of IEEE 802.11p [15]) includes the following types of contents:  

• Messages used by eco horizon 
• Manoeuvre and traffic data 
• Request to roadside unit, e.g. request of green  
• Route data from vehicle to roadside unit or other vehicles 
• vehicle safety and emission realted data from vehicle to roadside unit  

 
The ecoTSD includes the following types of contents: 

• Traffic light control information, e.g. remaining red/green time 
• Traffic event realted messages (TPEG based) 
• Route alternatives associated with specitif taraffic event 
• Route data: request and reply 
• Parking information: request and reply 

 
The following messages will reuse existing approaches or are application specific, 
thus will not be specified. They include: 

• Messages exchange between logistic centre and transport planning office 
• Route data from vehicle directly to back offices using cellular communication  
• Traffic control from back offices to roadside unit 
• Pre-trip and Post-trip data 
• Traffic situations between transport planning office and traffic management 

centre 
 
The ecoMessages specified in WP2.4.2 are exchanged over the interfaces marked with 
blue arrows in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2: Overview of ecoMessage interfaces 
Figure 3 shows the business layer of ecoMap service [11], which provides the 
eCoMove applications with Dynamic Map Data, apart from Static Map Data. 
Dynamic Map Data consists of Map-Matched Traffic Information and Situational 
Data such as ecoFVD and Road Information. The latter comprises (local) Traffic 
Status and Traffic Light Data. In this respect, the ecoMap is the receiver of 
ecoMessages as an intermediate service, which handles the content to the eCoMove 
applications. Figure 3 shows at high level the flow of the information. Some 
applications generate the information that is then stored locally in the eCoMap. This 
information is then sent to other vehicle/centers to be used. The applications on the 
other station, get this data through the eCoMap interface. 
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Figure 3: Business Layer representation of ecoMap, see [11] 
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Table 4 below gives an overview of the relation between interfaces, ecoMessages, and 
the corresponding source/destination applications/services. The names of the 
ecoMessages are either standard messages with possible adaptations or new messages 
that are specified in this document. Details of the specification are in Section 6. 
Initiator (source application) of ecoFVD is the ecoMonitoring application of SP3. 
Source of the ecoTSD messages are the Driver Dialog Manager and the Driver Info 
Support Manager components of SP5.  
 
References to applications and their specific requirements are given in Section 2.  

Table 4: Overview of ecoMessage interfaces 

Interface  ecoMessages Source/destination application 
VIS<->VIS  CAM (ecoFVD) 

 
ecoMonitoring/ ecoCooperativeHorizon 
via ecoMaps 

VPM (ecoFVD) 
 

ecoMonitoring/ ecoCooperativeHorizon 
via ecoMaps 

VIS<->RIS  CAM (ecoFVD) 
 

ecoMonitoring/ ecoMaps 

VPM (ecoFVD) 
 

ecoMonitoring/ ecoMaps 

VIS->RIS Application 
specific, e.g. 
request for green 
(ecoFVD) 

 

RIS-> VIS Traffic signal 
phase data 
(ecoTSD) 

ecoGreen Wave (Driver Dialog Manager)/ 
ecoCooperative Horizon via ecoMaps 

RIS-> VIS SLAM (ecoTSD) ecoApproach Advice (Driver Dialog 
Manager)/ ecoCooperative Horizon via 
ecoMaps 

RIS-> VIS TPEG-TEC using 
802.11p 
(ecoTSD) 

Driver Info Support Manager (ecoAdaptive 
Traveller Support -)/ ecoNavigation and 
ecoMaps 

RIS-> VIS TPEG-TFP using 
802.11p 
(ecoTSD) 

Driver Info Support Manager (ecoATS)/ 
ecoNavigation and ecoMaps 

TMC-> VIS TPEG-TEC using 
3G (ecoTSD) 

Driver Info Support Manager (ecoATS)/ 
ecoNavigationand ecoMaps 

TMC-> VIS TPEG-TFP using 
3G (ecoTSD) 

Driver Info Support Manager (ecoATS)/ 
ecoNavigation and ecoMaps 
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4. State of the art on protocols and projects 
4.1. Message protocols 

4.1.1. ETSI TC ITS 

 
V2X systems based on short-range wireless networks are used for exchange of 
information between vehicles (V2V) and roadside infrastructure (V2I). V2X systems 
enables a wide range of beneficial use cases, above all, for road safety and traffic 
efficiency. Interoperability is an important aspect to be ensured by the V2X system at 
different OSI layers [5]. At the facilities layer in particular, ETSI TC ITS has defined 
basic common functionalities in order to ensure the correct system functioning and to 
satisfy interoperability requirements [6], and has specified messages that allow correct 
and efficient information exchange between nodes participating in V2X networks. 
 
ETSI TC ITS has specified two types of messages; the Cooperative Awareness 
Message (CAM) [7], which provides by means of periodic sending of status data a 
cooperative awareness to neighbouring nodes, and the Decentralized Environmental 
Notification Messages (DENM) [8] that supports the various Road Hazard Warning 
(RHW) applications.  
 
Table 5 summarizes CAM and Table 6 summarizes DENM. 

Table 5: Summary of CAM 

Name Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) 
Interface V2V, V2I, I2V 

Description 

CAMs are distributed within the ITS-G5 (802.11p) network and 
provide information of presence, positions as well as basic 
status of communicating ITS stations to neighbouring ITS 
stations that are located within a single hop distance. 

Generation 
All ITS stations shall be able to generate, send and receive 
CAMs, as long as they participate in V2X networks 

Frequency Typically 1-10 Hz 
Latency Typically less than 100 ms on communication 
Media ITS G5 (802.11p) 
Communication Single hop broadcast 
Encoding ASN.1 unaligned packet encoding  

Content 

Vehicle status, e.g. position, speed, movement direction, and 
vehicle type dependent tagged values. 
Details see Annex A – CAM and DENM in ETSI TC ITS 

 

Table 6: Summary of DENM 

Name Decentralized Environmental Notification Message (DENM) 
Interface V2V, V2I, I2V 

Description 
Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages (DENMs) 
are mainly used by the Cooperative Road Hazard Warning 
(RHW) application in order to alert road users of the detected 
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events.  

Generation 

The general processing procedure of a RHW use case is as 
follows: 
• Upon detection of an event that corresponds to a RHW use 
case, the ITS station immediately broadcasts a DENM to other 
ITS stations located inside a geographical area and which are 
concerned by the event.  
• The transmission of a DENM is repeated with a certain 
frequency. 
• This DENM broadcasting persists as long as the event is 
present. 

Frequency Application dependent 
Latency Application dependent  
Media ITS G5 (802.11p) 

Communication 

A DENM shall be disseminated to as many ITS stations as 
possible located within the relevance area. The DENM 
dissemination shall rely on the functionalities of the ITS 
networking and transport layer, in particular on GeoNetworking 
functionalities 

Encoding ASN.1 unaligned packet encoding  

Content 

A DENM Protocol Data Unit (PDU) is composed of a common 
ITS PDU header and a DENM. The header includes basic 
information including the protocol version, the message type 
and the generation time of the message. A DENM consists of 
three fixed order parts: the management container, the situation 
container and the location container.  
Details see Annex A – CAM and DENM in ETSI TC ITS.  

 
 

4.1.2. TPEG 

TPEG - The Transport Protocol Experts Group (TPEG) ([12] and [13]) is a group of 
experts led by the (EBU – European Broadcast Union) coming from all areas of the 
Traffic and Travel Information businesses, as well as broadcasting. TPEG 
specifications offer a method for transmitting multimodal traffic and travel 
information, regardless of client type, location or required delivery channel (e.g. 
DAB, HD radio, Internet, DVB-x, DMB, GPRS, WiFi …). Language independence 
has also been a prime principle in the design.  TPEG is the future format transmitting 
traffic and travel information. In contrast to TMC (event-based road traffic 
information), TPEG refers to a whole set or toolkit of specifications, for offering a 
wider range of services to a wider range of users and devices. TPEG services are 
defined in a modular way and can therefore vary in a number of 'directions': 

• Application - e.g. Road Traffic Messages, Public Transport Information or 
Parking Information 

• Transmission method - e.g. DAB digital radio, DMB, internet 
• Location referencing method - e.g. table-based (using for example TMC 

location tables) or on-the-fly (using a method that gives a location reference 
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that works with or without maps and does not require a look-up table to 
decode in the receiver) 

• Device - e.g. intended for vehicle navigation systems, internet browsers or 
mobile devices  

• Conditional Access - whether data is sent for free or only to users/devices who 
have somehow established the right to receive it, e.g. by paying a subscription 

 
TPEG currently comes in two data formats The TPEG binary data format is designed 
for transmission over DAB and DMB. TpegML is the XML implementation designed 
for use in editing systems 
 
For eCoMove, the most relevant TPEG applications include 

• Traffic Event Compact (TEC) [12] 
• Traffic Flow Prediction (TFP) [13] 

 
A summary of TEPG is given in Table 7. 

Table 7: Summary of TPEG 

Name Transport Protocol Experts Group 

Interface 
V2I where I is a central system like a Traffic Management 
Centre 

Description 

TPEG messages are distributed within the mobile network (3G) 
and provide information of traffic events including 
recommendations for diversion routes. Information is requested 
from the vehicle and provided by the centre 

Generation 
A service provider shall be able to generate TEC information 
and provide it to a vehicle 

Frequency On demand 
Latency Up to 15sec 
Media Internet over mobile network (TPEG over http) 
Communication Unicast 
Encoding TPEG Binary or TpegML 

Content 

A message consists of three parts: management container, 
application container and location container. 
Details of each type of TPEG application see Annex B – TPEG 
standards. 

 
 

4.1.3. SAE J2735 

The SAE Standard [9] specifies message sets, data frames and data elements 
specifically for use by applications intended to utilize the 5.9 GHz Dedicated Short 
Range Communications for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments 
(DSRC/WAVE) communications systems.   

Table 8: Summary of SAE J2735 

Name 
Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Message Set 
Dictionary 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Audio_Broadcasting�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Multimedia_Broadcasting�
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Interface V2V, V2I 

Description 

Specifies standard message sets, data frames and data elements 
for use by applications intended to utilize the 5.9 GHz 
Dedicated Short Range Communications for Wireless Access in 
Vehicular Environments (DSRC/WAVE) 

Generation Application dependent 
Frequency Application dependent 
Latency Typically less than 100 ms on communication 
Media IEEE 802.11p 
Communication Unicast, single hop broadcast 
Encoding ASN.1 

 
4.2. Projects 

4.2.1. simTD 

The German project simTD (www.simtd.de) defined various types of C2X messages 
including e.g. application specific data, CAM, DENM, probe vehicle data, signal 
phase data etc. All these messages have a common header, and are transmitted via the 
C2X network. The network layer protocol, which comprises a geonetworking 
protocol, is able to disseminate a C2X message within a geographical area in addition 
to a single hop broadcast or unicast dissemination. 
 
The CAM and DENM [10] defined in simTD are the forerunner of those defined in 
ETSI TC ITS. They share very similar contents but slightly differ in format. Other 
C2X messages defined in simTD use many data elements from SAE J2735, and are 
also of interests to eCoMove. This is in particular valid for ITM and TSPDM, they are 
derived from SPAT and MAP in J2735. 
 

4.2.2. CVIS and SAFESPOT 

The EU projects CVIS (www.cvisproject.org) and SAFESPOT (www.safespot-
eu.org) have jointly defined and implemented the CAM message. It makes use of the 
ASN.1 grammar and the transport/network layer CALM FAST. CAM is transmitted 
via IEEE 802.11p. 
 
There are some differences between CAM defined in CVIS/SAFESPOT and in ETSI 
TC ITS, which create problems of interoperability between CAM messages in these 
two systems. The eCoMove project will adapt the CAM defined in ETSI TC ITS and 
will enhance it where necessary. Experiences gained from CVIS and SAFESPOT will 
be valuable input for the specification of ecoMessages. 
 

4.2.3. Freilot 

The EU project FREILOT (www.freilot.eu) aims at increasing energy efficiency of 
urban freight through deployment of services. One of the services that may be of 
interest to eCoMove is the optimising traffic control for maximum fuel efficiency 
which aims to minimise congestion and vehicle stops at signal-controlled intersections 
and roundabouts. The messages communicated between vehicles and traffic-light 
controllers could be a reference for ecoMessages.  
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Frilot [20] pilot project in Helmond is based on ASN.1 specification and BER 
encording, althought the message is based on ETSI specification they are not 
compliant to the standard. The communication channel used is CALM FAST. The 
following messages have been defined: 

1) Similar to CAM 
2) Priority messages (Request/Response) 
3) Log messages 
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5. Content of ecoMessages 
 

5.1. Analysis of application requirements 

In order to identify the contents of ecoMessages, WP2.4.2 has collected input from 
subprojects that deal with applications, namely, SP3, 4 and 5. The requirements on 
contents are further analysed and detailed in this subsection.  
 

5.1.1. MPP for ecoCooperativeHorizon  

The ecoCooperativeHorizon requires exchange of the MPP (Most Probable Path), 
which actually is a list of road segments with assigned probabilities. Since road 
segments are map dependent, one possible approach to be map-independent is to use a 
trajectory, i.e. a sequence of locations that a vehicle expects to reach. 
 
The locations of the trajectory shall be coded in a map-independent way. In the 
simplest case, it can just be latitude and longitude. Each vehicle has a positioning 
subsystem for map matching, which takes the sequence of geographical positions of 
the vehicle and creates map-matched positions. This is not very reliable for a single 
position, but for the sequence of positions generated while the vehicle is moving, the 
accuracy usually could have a reasonable value. If the sequence of geographical 
positions are sent to another vehicle, that vehicle can do the same to match the data to 
its own map. The same map-matching algorithm can also be applied to a predicted 
trajectory received from another vehicle. In this case, it is also possible to use the 
knowledge of later positions to improve the map-matching accuracy for earlier 
positions. In case this does not suffice, more complex location referencing methods 
such as AGORA-C can be applied.  
 
Therefore, the content for the MPP may be coded as a sequence of geographical 
positions (waypoints) in the form of latitude/longitude with optional more complex 
location referencing methods. 
 

5.2. Mapping data content to reference standards 
Figure 2 outlines various types of data communicated between different entities in the 
eCoMove system. This subsection lists the contents of these data and the reference 
standards that include these contents.  
 
Table 9 lists the contents and reference standards/approaches of ecoFVD and ecoTSD, 
respectively. In case there is no standardized message or data type available, a 
proposal for new development is given.  

Table 9: Contents of eCoMessage and reference standards 

Data name Detailed content Reference standard 
Vehicle state 
data 

Vehicle ID, reference position, 
heading, speed, station 
characteristics, optional tagged 
values, 
new extensions: lane information, 

CAM in ETSI TS 102 637-2 
and eCoMove extensions  
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Data name Detailed content Reference standard 
energy consumption, power train 
type 
SP4 specific data: 

• Load factor: how full the 
load of a truck is 

• Transported dangerous 
goods 

ETSI CAM and eCoMove 
extension for truck load 

Vehicle path 
data  
 

The Most Probable Paths (MPPs):  
• a sequence of positions  

(latitude and longitude with 
optionally more complex 
map-independent algorithm) 

• their probability  

No standardized message 
available. 
 
A new message called VPM 
will be specified based on 
ETSI DENM 

Trajectory related: 
• short-term destination 
• trace and timestamp of each 

point in the trace  

A new message called VPM 
will include these data 

Manoeuvre Vehicle status related to manoeuvre 
and control behaviours: 

• accelerating 
• braking 
• turning 

ETSI CAM  

Traffic data See TPEG related messages TPEG 

Request for 
green 

A message from a vehicle to 
request the infrastructure to send 
the current and future traffic light 
signal phase. The message has been 
defined for completeness, but not 
supposed to be used in the 
eCoMove project. 

No dedicated message 
necessary, CAM and VPM 
provide sufficient information 

Remaining 
red/green 
time 

Traffic light signal phase data, e.g. 
• signal state 
• time to change 
• traffic state/measure 
• station id 

 

Will be based on SignalState 
defined in simTD, which was 
derived from SPAT in SAE 
J2735. 
 
The objects in SPAT needs to 
be mapped to geographical 
positions, this may be done 
by simTD ITM message, 
derived from MAP in J2735. 

Traffic 
control 

Traffic control related data, e.g. 
• lane recommendation 
• speed recommendation 

 

 No standardized message 
available. 
 
A new message called SLAM 
will be specified based on 
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Data name Detailed content Reference standard 
ETSI DENM. SLAM will 
refer geographic objects from 
ITM. 

Traffic 
message 

Traffic event message, e.g.  
• traffic jam,  
• detour recommendation 

 

TPEG-TEC CEN/ISO TS 
18234-9 
Needs adaptation to DENM-
like message in case used in 
cooperative systems 

Traffic state and prediction 
message, e.g. 

• traffic state (Level of 
Service) 

• average speed 
• predicted average speed 
• freeflow travel time 

TPEG-TFP CEN/ISO TS 
21219-18  (details to be 
checked) 
Needs adaptation to DENM-
like message in case used in 
cooperative systems  

Route data  Route data sent to vehicles. No 
individual route advice for SP3 is 
needed. For general route advice 
TPEG-TEC will do 
 

TPEG-TEC CEN/ISO TS 
18234-9 
Needs adaptation to DENM-
like message in case used in 
cooperative systems 
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6. Specification of eCoMessages 
 

6.1. Overview 
The following lists the eCoMessages as defined during the activity WP2.4.2: 
 

• EcoMessages ETSI based 
– CAM  Cooperative Awareness Message (ETSI compliant) 
– TPEGM TPEG Message 
– TSPDM Traffic Signal Phase Data Message 
– VPM  Vehicle Path message 
– ECAM eCoMove CAM Extenstion 
– SLAM  Speed Lane Advice Message 
– SAM  Service AnnouncementMessage 
– ITM  Intersection Topology Message 

• TPEG 
– PKI  Parking Information (extended version) 
– TEC  Traffic Event Compact (Route Diversion) 
– TFP  Traffic Flow Prediction 
– RMR  Roads and Multimodal Routes 

• Additional available message 
– SRM  Signal Request Message  
– DENM Decentralized Environment Notification Message  (ETSI 

compliant) 
 

6.2. Adaptation of CAM (ECOCAM) 
 

6.2.1. Introduction 

The CAM defined in ETSI TC ITS, namely, ETSI TS 102 637-21

 

 will be used as part 
of the ecoFVD in eCoMove for vehicles to send information periodically to 
neighbouring vehicles as well as to the infrastructure, i.e. roadside units. Roadside 
units may also periodically send CAMs to vehicles.  

In principle, the CAM should be used unchanged as much as possible, and changes 
should be limited to optional values in CAM. Once the adaption of CAM is 
consolidated, WP2.4.2 will propose the adaptation to ETSI TC ITS in order to 
harmonize the development with the target to standardize the eCoMove approach. 

 
6.2.2. Existing CAM 

Manoeuvre and control data 

For data related to manoeuvre and control behaviours, the following existing data 
elements in CAM will be used:  
 
longAcceleration     LongAcceleration 
yawRate              YawRate 
accelerationControl    AccelerationControl 
                                                 
1 eCoMove uses CAM version 1.2.1, March 2011. Note that major revision work is taking 
place in ETSI WG1. 
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turnAdvice           TurnAdvice 

 
Truck related data 

For data specific trucks required by SP4, the following data element values will be 
used: 
dangerousGoods  DangerousGoods 
 
The data element “Occupancy” in CAM refers to the passenger load status of a 
vehicle given in percentage from 0 to 255 with the Granularity value of 0.50 %. This 
is not the same as truck payload (percentage of filling in weight or volume). 
Therefore, a new data element CargoWeight is specified in the next subsection. 
 

6.2.3. New data elements (ECOCAM) 

Certain data elements do not exist in current standards, e.g. truck load occupancy, 
fuel/energy consumption and power train type. To maintain compatibility with the 
current definition of CAM message, a new message has been defined and has been 
called ECOCAM, which incorporates required information: 
 
Vehicle Physical Type 

This information describes the physical characteristics of the vehicle, allowing to use 
approximate emission model. 
 
-- Note: The ETSI CAM contains a VehicleType, this is more 
--       a vehicle use type. 
-- ETSI VehicleType follows TPEG table tec009: 
--       car:1, lorry:2, bus:3, taxi:4, train:5, motorcycle:6, 
--       vehiclewithtrailer:7,motorvehicles:8, dangerousoods:9, 
--       abnormalload:10, heavyvehicle:11 
VehiclePhysType ::= ENUMERATED { 
    unknown         (1), -- Unknown, undefined, or not disclosed 
    ldv             (2), -- light duty vehicle: small truck, car 
    coach           (3), -- interurban passanger bus 
    bus             (4), -- urban passanger bus 
    hdvRigid        (5), -- heavy duty vehicle, no trailer 
    hdvArticulated  (6), -- hdv with trailer 
    reserved1       (7), -- For future use 
    reserved2       (8), -- For future use 
    reserved3       (9)  -- For future use 
} 

 
Euro class 

This element describes the Euro Class of the vehicle, based on the current European 
Emission Normative.  
 
-- Euro class of the vehicle, it depends on the vehicle type this 
-- information give different emission characteristics 
-- it shall be update when new class will be defined 
VehicleEuroClass ::= ENUMERATED { 
    unknown    (1), -- Unknown, undefined, or not disclosed 
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    euro0      (2), 
    euro1      (3), 
    euro2      (4), 
    euro3      (5), 
    euro3_DPF  (6), -- Diesel Particulate Filter  
    euro4      (7), 
    euro4_DPF  (8),     -- Diesel Particulate Filter  
    euro5      (9), 
    euro6     (10), 
    reserved1 (11), -- For future use 
    reserved2 (12), -- For future use 
    reserved3 (13) -- For future use 
} 

Vehicle Fuel Type 

This information describes the Fuel type used by the vehicle. This information is used 
by emission models.  
 
VehicleFuelType ::= ENUMERATED { 
  unknown    (0),   -- Unknown, undefined, or not disclosed 
  petrol     (1), 
  diesel     (2), 
  hybrid     (3), 
  lpg        (4),   -- Liquefied petroleum gas 
  cng        (5),   -- Compressed natural gas 
  methane    (6), 
  electric   (7), 
  bioDiesel  (8), 
  reserved1  (9),   -- For future use 
  reserved2 (10),   -- For future use 
  reserved3 (11)    -- For future use 
} 

 
Vehicle Load  

This parameter describe the loading of the vehicle in percentage.  
 
-- load percentage 0 % .. 100 %, OPTIONAL = unknown 
-- VehicleWeightCurrent = VehicleWeightDry + LoadPercentage * 
--                       (VehicleWeightTotal - VehicleWeightDry) 
LoadPercentage ::= INTEGER (0 .. 100) 

 
Vehicle Weight 

The total weight of the vehicle.  
 
-- total weight of the vehicle in kg  (legal maximum) 
VehicleWeight ::= INTEGER (0 .. 1000000) 

 
Power Train Capacity 

It is related to the size of the engine, expressed in kW produced. 
 
-- the max (kW) power produced by the Power Train 0 - 1000 kW 
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VehiclePowerTrainCapacity::= INTEGER (0 .. 1000) 

 
Consumption Efficiency 

This consumption is relevant for passenger vehicles and describes the consumption 
level. 
 
-- scale=0.1 MJ/km 
-- This applies to passenger cars 
VehicleEfficiency ::= INTEGER (0 .. 10000) 

 
Transport Efficiency 

This parameter is used to describe the efficiency of transport of trucks and is related to 
the consumption per km per ton transported.  
 
-- scale=0.1 MJ/km/Mg 
-- This applies to trucks. 
TransportEfficiencyAverage ::= INTEGER (0 .. 10000) 

 
The overall emission mode is describe by the previous defined quantities 
 
EmissionModelInfo ::= SEQUENCE { 
    vehiclePhysType                VehiclePhysType, 
    vehicleFuelType                VehicleFuelType, 
    vehicleEuroClass               VehicleEuroClass, 
 
    -- total weight of the vehicle in kg (legal maximum) 
    vehicleWeightTotal             VehicleWeight, 
 
    -- weight of the vehicle with no load  
    vehicleWeightDry               VehicleWeight OPTIONAL, 
    loadPercentage                 LoadPercentage OPTIONAL,  
 
    -- Engine effect in kW 
    vehiclePowerTrainCapacity      VehiclePowerTrainCapacity 
         OPTIONAL, 
 
    -- Average Mixed road (Urban / Interurban) energy consumption 
    -- This is the advertised (from user manual) fuel consumption 
    -- liters/km converted into Mega Joules/km. 
    vehicleEfficiencyAverageMixed  VehicleEfficiency, 
 
    -- Instantaneous energy consumption (computed on the 
    -- last 60 seconds), when vehicle stopped use average 
    -- consumption over a fixed distance, for example over the 
    -- last 1000 meters. 
    vehicleEfficiencyInstantaneous VehicleEfficiency OPTIONAL, 
 
    -- Average efficiency of the vehicle for transport goods in 
    -- Mixed roads (urban / interurban), 
    -- measured in term of energy used for distance for weight 
    -- transported. This is the advertised (from user manual) fuel 
    -- consumption liters/tons*km converted into 
    -- Mega Joules/km/Mega gram. 
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    transportEfficiencyAverage TransportEfficiencyAverage OPTIONAL, 
 
    -- Lane number.  Loosely defined lane number to be used 
    -- with SLAM, ITM and TSPDM by simulation environment. 
    laneNumber                     LaneNumber   OPTIONAL 
} 

 
6.3. Vehicle Path Message 

6.3.1. Comparison of different design options  

The content for the MPP may be coded as a sequence of geographical positions 
(waypoints) in the form of latitude/longitude with optional more complex location 
reference methods such as AGORA-C. It may include the most probable path, other 
less probable paths (second and third, etc. most probable paths) and short-term 
destination. Therefore, in order to make the name of the message more general, the 
new message is named Vehicle Path Message (VPM). 
 
There are two basic design approaches to specify the MPP:  

1. Use DENM as template for MPP data and adapt “situation” in DENM with 
MPP data 

2. Define a new type of message following the structure of DENM, i.e. it 
contains three parts: the management container, the application container 
(which is a synonym here for the DENM situation container) and the location 
container. 
 

Since the content of MPP is quite different from DENM, it makes more sense to 
define a new message VPM. Therefore, approach 2 is preferable.  
 
There are now two options to define this new message VPM: 

1. Use the location container to describe the MPP and trace 
2. Use the application container to describe trace, most, second, third and other  

probable paths and the short-term destination 
 
TPEG allows a location container to choose from several alternative location 
reference methods for one application. However, the possibility to fill the location 
container with location references for several locations is unclear. The location 
container in DENM adopts an approach similar to TPEG. Therefore, approach 2, i.e. 
usage of the application container, is preferable. 
 
To describe VPM by means of a sequence of waypoints, a straightforward way is to 
use a sequence of the coordinates (latitude and longitude). There are two options: 

1. Use absolute coordinates. Currently CAM uses 32 bits for latitude as well as 
longitude with the granularity 0.1 microdegree, which means the 2D 
coordinate has 8 bytes. 

2. Use relative coordinates. SAE J2735 uses relative coordinates for 
DF_PathHistory, both latOffset and longOffset. These data elements use 
INTEGER (-131072..131071)  (18 signed bits) values providing a granularity 
of 0.1 micro degree. 
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With relative coordinates, the size of 2D position is reduced from 64 bits to 36 bits 
with same granularity. Therefore, approach 2 is preferable. 
 
To summarize, based on the comparisons of different design approaches, the new 
message VPM will be a new type of message following the structure of DENM with 
the application container to describe trace, most, second, third and other probable 
paths and the short-term destination and relative coordinates to code waypoints. 
 

6.3.2. Method of describing vehicle path 

SAE J2735 also has data frame to describe the predicted path (DF_PathPrediction). 
However, it only gives a radius of curve and its confidence, which is not enough for 
eCoMove. A new data frame is needed to describe VPM that uses similar method for 
path history. The approach to represent traces and probable paths by using waypoints 
is as follows 

• The vehicle’s (or RSU’s) current position is used as reference position (anchor 
point) in order to create the offset values of the waypoint set. 

• There may be several probable paths, and they are ordered from the most 
probable path to the least probable one. 

• All probable paths’ waypoints are newer in time than the anchor point used. 
• Each used waypoint is subtracted by the initial anchor point to create the offset 

values. 
• The first waypoint of a vehicle’s probable path is the closest in time to its 

current position; newer waypoints follow in the order in which they were 
determined.    

• The last waypoint of a vehicle’s probable path is the closest in time to its short 
term destination.    

 
Besides using a sequence of waypoints (geographic coordinates) for representation of 
a probable path it is possible to code it in a way using features more characteristic 
than only coordinates. AGORA-C (also known as DLR1) and OpenLR provide such 
map independent dynamic location referencing. By using more orthogonal features, 
AGORA-C and OpenLR are able to provide a more reliable map independent LR, 
without being forced to produce a higher amount of data, compared to a sequence of 
coordinates.  
 
With the aim to reuse existing standardized data frames, an appropriate solution for 
including advanced location references is to utilize the data frame 
DecentralizedSituationLocation, which is part of the ETSI DENM (see ETSI TS 102 
637-3 V1.1.1). Its instance locationRef as content is intended to provide location 
referencing data. The AGORA-C or OpenLR location reference can be encapsulated 
in this data element as 
-- location referencing of the event position 
locationRef  CHOICE { 
  -- Consecutive position of the trace location referencing mechanism 
  trace    TraceLocData,  
  
  -- AGORA-C (DLR1) location referencing mechanism 
  dlr1    DLR1,   
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  -- OpenLR  location referencing mechanism 
  openLR   OpenLR,  
 
 -- more location referencing mechanism to be added in the future 
 ... 
}, 
whereas the location reference itself can be provided in binary format as 

DLR1 ::= OCTET STRING 
and 

OpenLR ::= OCTET STRING 
respectively. 
 
Finally, the proposed approach for location referencing of probable pahts and the 
corresponding short term destinations in VPM by means of AGORA-C or OpenLR is 
as follows: 

• Use a common AGORA-C/OpenLR location reference for representation of a 
probable path and the related short term destination, by representing the short 
term destination as end point of the related referenced probable path   

• Each AGORA-C/OpenLR referenced MPP/short term destination shall be 
encapsulated in the DecentralizedSituationLocation’s element locationRef.  

 
While this approach is consistent with the ongoing development activities, it was 
decided inside the consortium to only use geographical coordinates to improve 
compatibility among different implementations. 
 

6.3.3. Message specification 

The general VPM message format follows the ETSI DENM structure. It consists of a 
sequence of Vehicle Path structures 
 
-- VehiclePath may have one entry if sent by a vehicle or multiple entries if sent by an RSU 
VehiclePath ::= SEQUENCE SIZE (0 .. 31) OF SEQUENCE { 
 -- the previous historic trajectory (trace) 
 pathHistory Path OPTIONAL, 
 -- several most probable future paths 
 mostProbablePaths SEQUENCE SIZE (0 .. 31) OF ProbablePath OPTIONAL, 
 -- originator 
 stationID StationID OPTIONAL 
} 
 
 
Where Path is a sequence of PathPoints and PathPoints are described in relative 
format.  
 
-- Path has a set of path points 
Path ::= SEQUENCE SIZE (0 .. 32) OF PathPoint 
 
PathPoint ::=  SEQUENCE { 
 -- The default value of AnchorPoint is the position of vehicle specified in the location container 
 anchorPoint ReferencePosition OPTIONAL, 
 
   latOffset INTEGER (-131072 .. 131071),   
    longOffset INTEGER (-131072 .. 131071), 
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     -- in 1/10th micro degrees   
     -- value  131071 to be used for  131071 or greater  
     -- value -131071 to be used for -131071 or less  
     -- value -131072 to be used for unavailable lat or long  
  
    vertOffset INTEGER (-2048..2047) OPTIONAL,  
     -- LSB units of 10 cm  
    -- value  2047 to be used for  2047 or greater  
     -- value -2047 to be used for -2047 or greater  
 
   timeOffset TimeOffset OPTIONAL,    
 
  accuracy Confidence OPTIONAL,    
   -- INTEGER (0-15)  
  
  heading   Direction  OPTIONAL,     
    -- INTEGER{north(0), east(7200), south(14400), west(21600)} (0..28799) 
 
    speed     Speed      OPTIONAL 
 -- multiples of 0.01 m/s 
} 
TimeOffset ::= INTEGER (-65535 .. 65535)  
-- LSB units off 10 mSec 
-- value 65534 to be used for 65534 or greater 
-- negative is past, future is positive 
 
To encode future possible path, a separate structure is provided, with associated 
probability. 
 
ProbablePath ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- short term destination  
 destination    ReferencePosition OPTIONAL, 
 -- the probability  of the predicted path below 
 probability     INTEGER (0 .. 100), 
 -- the most probable path   
 path            Path 
} 
 
All data frames and data elements being used but not defined here are taken from 
existing standards that can be found in Annex A – CAM and DENM in ETSI TC ITS. 
Full description of the VPM message is reported in the Annex C – ASN.1 
eCoMessage Specification 
 

6.4. Signal Request Message (SRM) 
The project eCoMove specifies a request for green message. This message is not used 
by any application in eCoMove. It was considered at an early stage of message 
development and is included here for completeness. The request for green follows 
SAE J2735 MSG_SignalRequestMessage (SRM) with certain data elements adapted 
to ETSI definition. It is defined as follows. 
 
The SignalRequest data frame is defined as follows:  
SingalRequest:: = SEQUENCE { 
 -- the target intersection ID   
 id  IntersectionID, 
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 -- approach lane 
 inLane LaneNumber OPTIONAL, 
 -- egress lane 
 outLane LaneNumber OPTIONAL, 
 -- the time in the near future when service is  requested to start   
    timeOfService  INTEGER (0..65536)   OPTIONAL, -- units of 0.01 seconds 
     -- the time in the near future when service is  requested to end 
  endOfService   INTEGER (0..65536)   OPTIONAL, -- units of 0.01 seconds 
} 
 
IntersectionID and LaneNumber follow the simTD definitions. 
IntersectionID ::= INTEGER (0..999999) 
 
LaneNumber ::= INTEGER (0..255) 
 
Note: the IntersectionID defined in simTD uses integer corresponding to 
DE_IntersectionID defined in SAE  J2735 which uses octet string.  According to SAE 
J2735, it is used to globally and uniquely define an intersection within a country or 
region. Assignment rules for this value are established elsewhere and may use 
regional assignment schemas that vary.   When associated to an ITM message the 
SRM shall refer to the ITM elements. 
 
Full description of the SRM message is reported in the Annex C – ASN.1 
eCoMessage Specification 
 

6.5. Traffic signal phase data 
 
The traffic signal phase data is a new type of cooperative message used for driver 
support applications at intersections using coordinated traffic light signals. It follows 
the pattern of the DENM, i.e. it has a PDU header followed by the message. Table 10 
gives a summary of it. The traffic signal phase data is part of ecoTSD defined in 
Section 6.5.  

Table 10: Summary of Traffic signal phase data 

Name Signal State Data 
Interface I2V (from RIS to VIS) 

Description Signal State Data is mainly used for driver support applications at 
intersections coordinated by traffic signal lights. 

Generation 
Event based (new signal phase setting initiates new message 
generation) 

Frequency 1 Hz 
Latency 1 second 
Media ITS G5 (802.11p) 

Communication 

A Signal State Data message shall be disseminated to as many 
RIS as possible located within the relevance area. The size of 
the area is to be defined. 

Encoding ASN.1 unaligned packet encoding  
Content Follows simTD SignalState 
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The PDU header follows DENM. The Signal State Data message itself consists of 
three parts: the management container, the signal state data container and the location 
container. The PDU, management container, and location container follow those of 
DENM. The Signal State Data uses the specification of SignalState in simTD, which 
adapts the SAE J2735 MSG_SignalPhaseAndTiming Message (SPAT). Its 
specification is as follows. 
 
Signal state data is typically associated with an ITM message that describe the layout 
of the are the TSPDM refers to. The TSPDM is a sequence MovementStates.  
 
SignalStateData ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- this provided a unique mapping to the intersection map in question 
 id     IntersectionID, 
  
 -- general status of the controller 
 status IntersectionStatusObject, 
  
 states SEQUENCE (SIZE(1..255)) OF MovementState 
 -- each active Movement/Lane is given in turn and contains its state, and seconds to the next 
event etc. 
} 
 
-- general status of the controller 
IntersectionStatusObject ::= BIT STRING { 
 manual (0),      -- Manual Control is enabled. Timing reported is per programmed values, etc but 
                  -- person at cabinet can manually request that certain intervals are terminated early 
(e.g. green) 
 stopTime (1),    -- Stop Time is activated and all counting/timing has stopped. 
 conflict (2),    -- Intersection is in Conflict Flash. 
 preempt (3),     -- Preempt is Active 
 transit (4),     -- Transit Signal Priority (TSP) is Active 
 proceedYel (5),  -- Permission to proceed on yellow 
 reserved1 (6),   -- Reserved 
 reserved2 (7),   -- Reserved as zero 
 flashYelAll (8), -- controller is in yellow flash state for all legs (e.g. at night) 
 flashYelMin (9), -- controller is in yellow flash state for minor legs only, major legs are 
switched off (see OCIT [16]) 
 partOff (10),    -- controller is partially switched off or partially yellow flashing (see OCIT) 
 problem (11),    -- controller has communication problems (see OCIT) 
 exceptional(12), -- exceptional operation (e.g. during maintenance) (see OCIT) 
 off (13)         -- controller is switched off (see OCIT) 
} 
 
MovementState ::= SEQUENCE { 
 movementId       INTEGER OPTIONAL, 
 category         TrafficCategory,           -- individual Traffic, public transport, .. 
 lineRef          IA5String(SIZE(0..32)),    -- grouping of routes that is generally known to the 
public by a similar name 
 laneSet          LaneSet,                   -- the collection of lanes, to which this state data applies 
 currState        ColorState OPTIONAL,       -- the state of a Motorised lane 
 relevantManeuver TurnDirection,             -- turnuTurn, sharpRight, right, slightRight, straight,
 slightLeft, left, sharpLeft 
 nextChanges      SEQUENCE OF Change,        -- description of next phase changes 
 vehicleCount     INTEGER(0..60000) OPTIONAL -- tailback; number of vehicles in the queue 
} 
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TrafficCategory ::= BIT STRING { 
 privateTraffic (0), 
 publicTransport_Road(1), 
 publicTransport_Rail(2) 
} 
 
-- the collection of lanes, by num, to which some state data applies; unique ID of a lane at an 
intersection or other topology data set 
LaneSet ::= SET (SIZE(1..127)) OF LaneNumber 
 
-- change of signal phase 
Change ::= SEQUENCE { 
 minTimeToChange    TimeToChange,  -- a count of the minimum time in seconds remaining in 
this state 
 maxTimeToChange    TimeToChange,  -- a count of the maximum time in seconds remaining in 
this state 
 likelyTimeToChange TimeToChange,  -- a count of the most probable time in seconds 
remaining in this State 
 confidence         Confidence,    -- a confidence value for likelyTimeToChange. 
 passState          BOOLEAN,       -- true (green light), vehicles may pass, false (red/amber light) 
 predCnt            INTEGER        -- Predicted number of vehicles waiting 
} 
 
-- time interval until signal state change. 
-- Reserved meanings: 0, 65531, 65532, 65533, 65534, and 65535. 
TimeToChange ::= INTEGER (0..65535) 
 
 
-- ColorState from ETSI TR 102 863 V1.1.1 (2011-06): Local Dynamic Map (LDM); Rationale for and 
guidance on standardization 
-- Section 7.5.2, page 21. 
ColorState ::= ENUMERATED { 
 unknown, 
 dark, 
 red, 
 redToGreenIntermediate, 
 green, 
 greenToRedIntermediate, 
 flashingAmber, 
 flashingGreen, 
 flashingRed    -- Not in ETSI draft, added for completeness. 
} 
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Figure 4 TSPDM explanation 

The TSPDM message can model intersections. Below is an example. The numbered 
lane (groups) are modelled by the MovementState type. Note that there are two lanes 
in MovementState 2. Each MovementState can refer to a set of lanes, a set of legal 
turns, ColorState, tailback count, and next light changes with timing. 
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Figure 5: Example TSPDM intersection layout 

 
Full description of the TSPDM message is reported in the Annex C – ASN.1 
eCoMessage Specification 
 
 

6.6. Intersection Topology Message (ITM) 
 
The ITM message describes the location where other messages may provide 
information, like speed or meeting time information, or TSPDM. 
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Figure 6 ITM description 

The ITM is mainly composed of approaching objects 
 
Intersection ::= SEQUENCE { 
 name            DescriptiveName OPTIONAL,   -- Used for verfication purposes only 
 id              IntersectionID, 
 refPoint        ReferencePosition,          -- the reference from which subsequent data points are 
offset until a new point is used. 
 refInterNum     IntersectionID OPTIONAL,    -- not to be used in eCoMove 
 orientation     Heading OPTIONAL,           -- not to be used in eCoMove 
 laneWidth       LaneWidth OPTIONAL,         -- reference width used by subsequent lanes until a 
new width is given 
 type            IntersectionStatusObject OPTIONAL,                  -- not to be used in eCoMove 
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 approaches      SEQUENCE SIZE(1..32) OF ApproachObject,             -- data about one or more 
approaches (lane data is found here) 
 preemptZones    SEQUENCE SIZE(1..32) OF SignalControlZone OPTIONAL, -- not to be used 
in eCoMove 
 priorityZones   SEQUENCE SIZE(1..32) OF SignalControlZone OPTIONAL, -- not to be used 
in eCoMove 
 conflictArea    SEQUENCE SIZE(0..256) OF Area OPTIONAL,             -- not to be used in 
eCoMove 
 ... 
} 
 
The approaching objects contains both exit and entering lanes 
 
 
-- Link connected to intersection with all incoming and outgoing lanes 
ApproachObject ::= SEQUENCE { 
 refPoint    ReferencePosition OPTIONAL, -- not to be used in eCoMove, use ref-pos in 
Intersection type. 
 -- Width used by lanes in this approach unless specified at more detailed level 
 laneWidth   LaneWidth OPTIONAL, 
 approach    Approach OPTIONAL, -- list of incoming lanes 
 egress      Approach OPTIONAL, -- list of outgoing lanes 
 ... 
} 
 
-- Egress or approach of a link containing all lanes 
Approach ::= SEQUENCE { 
 name             DescriptiveName OPTIONAL,  -- Used for verfication purposes only 
 id               RoadSegmentID   OPTIONAL, 
 drivingLanes     SEQUENCE SIZE(0..32) OF VehicleReferenceLane, 
 computedLanes    SEQUENCE SIZE(0..32) OF VehicleComputedLane, 
 trainsAndBuses   SEQUENCE SIZE(0..32) OF SpecialLane OPTIONAL,   -- not to be used in 
eCoMove 
 barriers         SEQUENCE SIZE(0..32) OF BarrierLane OPTIONAL,   -- not to be used in 
eCoMove 
 crosswalks       SEQUENCE SIZE(0..32) OF CrosswalkLane OPTIONAL, -- not to be used in 
eCoMove 
 ... 
} 
 
Each lane can be of three types, either computed or referencing to computed lanes 
 
VehicleLane ::= SEQUENCE { 
 laneNumber       LaneNumber, 
 laneWidth        LaneWidth                        OPTIONAL, 
 laneAttributes   VehicleLaneAttributes, 
 keepOutList      NodeList                         OPTIONAL,  -- not to be used in eCoMove 
 connectsTo       ConnectsTo,                                 -- a list of other lanes and their turning used by 
this lane 
 conflictAreaIDs  SEQUENCE SIZE(0..256) OF INTEGER OPTIONAL,  -- not to be used in 
eCoMove 
 speedLimit       INTEGER (0..150), 
 ... 
} 
 
-- Lane defined by a point list 
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VehicleReferenceLane ::= SEQUENCE { 
 lane             VehicleLane, 
 nodeList         NodeList, 
 ... 
} 
 
-- lane defined by offset to an reference lane 
VehicleComputedLane ::= SEQUENCE { 
 lane             VehicleLane, 
 refLaneNumber    LaneNumber, 
 lineOffset       DrivenLineOffset, 
 ... 
} 
 
Each lane can be connected to one or more lanes. There represent allowed manoeuvres. Exit lanes are 
connected to entrance lanes, and vice versa.  
 
Other elements are used to give information on the lane geometrical aspect and traffic attributes. 
 
-- List of relative positions describing an egress or approach 
-- Offsets are additive from the last point. 
-- first point is the the stop line or point at the boarder of the intersection area. 
-- Center of the lane. 
NodeList ::= SEQUENCE { 
 nodes SEQUENCE SIZE (2..64) OF Offsets 
} 
 
-- providing offsets in an karthesian coordinate system in 1cm granularity 
Offsets ::= SEQUENCE { 
 xOffset   INTEGER (-32767..32767), 
 yOffset   INTEGER (-32767..32767), 
 zOffset   INTEGER (-32767..32767) OPTIONAL, 
 width     LaneWidth OPTIONAL 
} 
 
-- perpendicular offset from the center lane of the reference lane to the center line of the described lane. 
-- positive values describe a offset to the right in the direction of the NodeList (clockwise at the 
intersection) 
-- granularity 1 cm 
DrivenLineOffset ::= INTEGER (-32767..32767) 
 
-- List of possible connection of a lane 
ConnectsTo ::= SEQUENCE(SIZE(1..48)) OF ConnectionInformation 
 
ConnectionInformation ::= SEQUENCE { 
 lane          LaneNumber, 
 intersection  IntersectionID, 
 maneuver      TurnDirection 
} 
 
VehicleLaneAttributes ::= BIT STRING { 
 noData (0), 
 egressPath (1), -- a two-way path or an outbound path is described 
 maneuverStraightAllowed (2), 
 maneuverLeftAllowed (3), 
 maneuverRightAllowed (4), 
 yield (5), 
 maneuverNoUTurn (6), 
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 maneuverNoTurnOnRed (7), 
 maneuverNoStop (8), 
 noStop (9), 
 noTurnOnRed (10), 
 hovLane (11), 
 bus (12), -- SAE busOnly does not make sense in a Bit Field 
 taxi (13), -- SAE busAndTaxiOnly does not make sense in a Bit Field 
 maneuverHOVLane (14), 
 maneuverSharedLane (15), -- a "TWLTL" (two way left turn lane) 
 bike (16), -- SAE comment added maneuverBikeLane 
 train (17), -- added from SIM-TD includes train 
 individualTraffic (18), -- added from SIM-TD to distinguish special lanes 
 vehiclesEntering (19), -- for SIM-TD copied from SpecialLaneAttributes 
 vehiclesLeaving (20) -- for SIM-TD copied from SpecialLaneAttributes 
} 
 
Heading ::= Direction 
 
-- Width of a single lane 
LaneWidth ::= Dimension 
 
DescriptiveName ::= UTF8String 
 
 
-- Some types used above that is not used in simTD nor eCoMove 
NotToUseSAEonly ::= NULL 
 
Area ::= NotToUseSAEonly -- Description of a conflict area by for points which describe not 
necessarily a rectangle 
 
SpecialLane ::= NotToUseSAEonly -- features set at normal vehicle lane 
 
BarrierLane ::= NotToUseSAEonly 
 
CrosswalkLane ::= NotToUseSAEonly 
 
IntersectionStatusObject ::= NotToUseSAEonly 
 
SignalControlZone ::= NotToUseSAEonly 
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6.7. Speed Lane Advice Message (SLAM) 
 
Speed Lane Advice Message gives information to the vehicles on: 

1) Which speed to use on a specified path 
2) At which time the vehicle shall reach a specific point 
3) Which lane to take 

 
The SLAM message can be connected to an ITM message or include geometrical 
information in-line. There could be multiple advices per each message.  
 
SlamInfo ::= SEQUENCE { 
 locationReference  LocationReference, 
 adviceObject   AdviceObject 
} 
 
Each advice refers to a specific location reference, either an ITM message or a 
geometrical path. 
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-- This type define a Link with reference to a ITM message. Intersection id should be local so the 
provider of the  
-- ITM message should ensure that the validity of any message and the id of the ITM should not be 
repeated in a geographical area. 
LinkElement ::= SEQUENCE { 
 intersectionID IntersectionID, 
 roadSegmentID RoadSegmentID 
} 
 
-- This type define a Lane with reference to a ITM message. Intersection id should be local so the 
provider of the  
-- ITM message should ensure that the validity of any message and the id of the ITM should not be 
repeated in a geographical area. 
LaneElement ::= SEQUENCE { 
 intersectionID IntersectionID, 
 laneNumber      LaneNumber 
} 
 
-- This type define a Movement between two lane, with reference to a ITM message. intersection id 
should be local so the provider of the  
-- ITM message should ensure that the validity of any message and the id of the ITM should not be 
repeated in a geographical area. 
LaneMovementElement ::= SEQUENCE { 
 laneIn       LaneElement, 
 laneOut      LaneElement 
} 
 
-- This type define a Movement between two Links, with reference to a ITM message. intersection id 
should be local so the provider of the  
-- ITM message should ensure that the validity of any message and the id of the ITM should not be 
repeated in a geographical area. 
LinkMovementElement ::= SEQUENCE { 
 linkIn       LinkElement, 
 linkOut      LinkElement 
} 
 
-- This type contain the reference to one ITM element, using one of the above 4 types to define the 
movement or lane. 
IntersectionElement ::= CHOICE { 
 link         LinkElement, 
 lane           LaneElement, 
 linkMovement LinkMovementElement, 
 laneMovement LaneMovementElement 
} 
 
 
-- Waypoint is defined in DENM specification 
WayPointList ::= SEQUENCE{ 
 waypoints SEQUENCE (SIZE(2..31)) OF Waypoint 
} 
 
-- This location reference is only Linear, it could describe a road streach using sequence of point or 
making refence to an approach in the  
-- ITM message. It could also describe a movement between two elements of an approach. It is 
important know when the geometry of the ITM 
-- approach is continuous or has discontinuities, to avoid mismatch between the distance run by the 
vehicle and the distance defined in the ITM. 
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LocationReference ::= CHOICE { 
 -- Consequtive positions of the trace location referencing mechanism using 2 or more lat/long 
points. 
 trace        WayPointList, 
  
 -- ITM reference (refers to Intersection Topology Message) 
 intersectionElement IntersectionElement, 
 
 -- more location referencing mechanism to be added in the future 
 ... 
} 
 
Percentage10 ::= INTEGER(0..1000) -- percentage with scale factor of 0.1 
 
-- All advices are point advice, the information is valid from the defined point (LocationReference, 
relative position in percent) and valid from that point on. 
AdviceObject ::= SEQUENCE { 
 relativePosition Percentage10, -- relative position as percentage 
 
 -- Advices are related.  You may specify a certain speed on a certain lane in one 
message/advice.  Or speed and lane. 
 -- If you need to specify multiple advices, just use two (or more) advice elements in the 
slamList. 
 advice SEQUENCE  { 
  speedAdvice   VehicleSpeed OPTIONAL,
  -- speed in decimeter per seconds, harmonized with CAM speed 
info, valid from that point on 
  timeAdviceOffset INTEGER(0..3600) OPTIONAL,
 -- time reference, relative to generation time (in ItsPduHeader),in seconds 
  laneNumber   LaneNumber 
OPTIONAL,     -- advice to use a specific lane 
  endAdvice   BOOLEAN,               
  -- information to close/end a speed advice. 
       
       -- 
TRUE is end of the advice. FALSE: start advice with one (or more) of speed/tme/lane 
  ... 
 } 
} 
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Figure 7 SLAM Description 

 
6.8. Adapt TPEG messages for cooperative systems (TPEGM) 

 
6.8.1. Method 

The project eCoMove needs messages from infrastructure to vehicles via cooperative 
systems sent via ITS G5 and ip network for center communication. Since most traffic 
management and information related messages are already defined in TPEG, it makes 
sense to reuse TPEG messages in the cooperative systems. How to send TPEG 
messages in cooperative systems is a question of interests to both TPEG community 
and cooperative community. 
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Generally speaking, there are two approaches. The first one is to use V2X message 
header and hide a complete TPEG message in binary format as application specific 
data. The pros of this approach are: 

• Allow applications in vehicles to access native TPEG messages, thus achieve 
compatibility with existing and future applications using TPEG 

• Less requirement on the infrastructure side to build such a message 
 
The cons of this approach are 

• The V2X message contains the management container and the location 
container in a TPEG message which will probably be not useful 

 
The other approach is to put the TPEG application container into the V2X message 
application container. The pros of this approach are: 

• The V2X message does not contain the management container and the location 
container in a TPEG message 

 
The cons of this approach are 

• High requirement on the infrastructure side since it has to be able to extract 
information from TPEG message and build a V2X message 

• Does not allow applications in vehicle to access native TPEG messages, thus 
achieve no compatibility with existing and future applications using TPEG 

 
With the first approach, the management container and the location container in a 
TPEG message may be redundant. However, a V2X message does not contain the 
location description used in TPEG, and the management part in a TPEG message is 
rather small. Considering the pros and cons of both approaches, especially the 
compatibility with existing and future applications using TPEG, the first approach is 
adapted in eCoMove. 
 
The TPEG messages for cooperative systems is a new type of cooperative 
infrastructure to vehicle message used for driver support applications. The new 
message is called TPEGV2X, and it follows the pattern of the DENM, i.e. it has a 
PDU header followed by the message. Table 11 gives a summary of it. 

Table 11: Summary of TPEG messages for cooperative systems 

Name TPEG (TEC or TFP) 
Interface I2V (from RIS to VIS) 
Description TPEG messages are mainly used for driver support applications. 
Generation event based (new traffic state  initiates new message generation) 
Frequency N/A 
Latency depending on update cycles of traffic information 
Media ITS G5 (802.11p) 

Communication 
A TPEG message shall be disseminated to as many VIS as 
possible located within the relevance area. 

Encoding XML or binary according to TPEG standard 
Content Follows TPEG applications for TEC and TFP 
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6.8.2. Message specification 

TPEGV2X follows DENM structure and consists of three parts: the management 
container, the application container and the location container. 

 
 
TPEGV2X ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- container with management and version control 
 management DecentralizedSituationManagement, 
 -- container with TPEG message 
 tpeg CHOICE { 
  binary OCTET STRING,  -- TPEG message is encapsulated in the message as 
   -- binary octet array 
  xml    UTF8String     -- XML text format 
 }, 
 -- container with  location, location referencing with more detailed location description  
 location DecentralizedSituationLocation, 
 ... 
} 
 
Where the TPEG message can be transmitted either in the binary or TPEG-ML 
(XML) format. This possibility is incorporated using the CHOICE ASN.1 construct.  
 

6.8.3. TPEG messages 

The following TPEG messages are relevant for V2X applications: 
• TPEG-TEC for the transmission of incidents and recommendation 
• TPEG-TFP for the transmission of traffic state and prediction 
• TPEG-PKI for the transmission of information on parking areas 
• TPEG-RMR for the transmission of route recommendation 
 

The information provided will be locally restricted (area of relevance). This might be 
an area, a corridor or a single road stretch. 
 

6.8.4. Extension of TPEG message  

While TPEG messages can be provided in a roadside-to-vehicle broadcast scenario 
using TPEGM as described within chapter 6.8.2 for the exchange of TPEG messages 
between a Vehicle ITS Station and a Central ITS Station the TISA approach of TPEG 
over http is used and slightly extended to support eCoMove needs. For this purpose a 
set of requirements to transmit TPEG services using IP based (mobile) networks by 
using http (TPEGoverHTTP) was defined. TPEGoverHTTP requires a request-
response structure of the transmission to enable an efficient and non-redundant data 
transmission. 
 
In a first step a session between VIS and CIS is established and the requesting vehicle 
receives a session ID from the center. 
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The following example shows what parameters can be set and how such a request 
looks like (Init Session). In addition to the TISA specification a parameter 
“vehicleType” is added to further optimise the information tailoring. 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<init-messages> 
<!-- indicate TPEG format, location reference, applications, area of interest--> 
  <tpeg format="TPEGBinary" messagesize="1024" sessionsize="1000"> 
    <loc-ref id="DLR1" version="01.30"/> 
    <app id="TEC" version="03.00"/> 
    <app id="TFP" version="01.00" expiration="1000"/> 
  </tpeg> 
  <countries current="DE" destination="FR"/> 
  <mcc value="123"/> 
  <configuration> 
    <att name="vehicleType" value="HGV"/> <!-- NEW accoring to cam/TPEG definition NEW--> 
    <att name="radius" value="60000"/> 
    <att name="maxDist" value="200"/> 
    <att name="timeout" value="30000"/> 
    <att name="expiration" value="60000"/> 
    <att name="frequency" value="5000"/> 
  </configuration> 
</init-messages> 
 
 
 
In a second step the VIS requests new information from the CIS. 

 
 
The following example shows what parameters can be set and how such a request 
looks like (GetMessage). 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<get-messages> 
<!-- indicate current position plus optional fcd--> 
  <locations> 
    <loc type="cur" lat="48.14111" lon="11.56916"/> 
    <loc lat="48.52972" lon="11.50666"/> 
    <loc type="kd" lat="48.78332" lon="11.41803"/> 
  </locations> 
  <bearing value="47.12345"/> 
  <fcd-list unit-temp="C" unit-vel="km/h"> 
    <fcd timestamp="20100505T134640.6Z" lat="48.139167" lon="11.565833" heading="247" velocity="34" temp="18" rain="4" 
frc="2" fow="5"/> 
    <fcd timestamp="20100505T134711.3Z" lat="48.141111" lon="11.569167" heading="192" velocity="53" frc="2" fow="2"/> 
  </fcd-list> 
</get-messages> 
 
Finally, the session between VIS and CIS is terminated, either on request or 
automatically based on parameter settings given while initiating a session. 
 

6.8.5. Example TPEG messages 

The following example shows the TPEG-TEC message in XML format including the 
transport and service framework. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 
<doc:TpegMLDocument doc:docType="fullRepository" doc:version="0" doc:timeStamp="2010-06-24T08:41:09Z" 
xmlns:tfp="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/TrafficFlowAndPrediction_3_0" 
xmlns:sni="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/ServiceAndNetworkInformation_3_0" 
xmlns:lrc="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/LocationReferencingContainer_3_0" 
xmlns:doc="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/TpegMLDocument_3_0" xmlns:tdt="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/AbstractDataTypes_3_0" 
xmlns:mmc="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/MessageManagementContainer_3_0" 
xmlns:tec="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/TrafficEventCompact_3_0"> 
    <doc:TransportFrame xsi:type="doc:ServiceFrameML" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 
        <doc:ServiceIdentification> 
            <tdt:SID_A>0</tdt:SID_A> 
            <tdt:SID_B>1</tdt:SID_B> 
            <tdt:SID_C>2</tdt:SID_C> 
        </doc:ServiceIdentification> 
        <doc:EncryptionIndicator>0</doc:EncryptionIndicator> 
        <doc:ServiceComponent xsi:type="doc:ServiceComponentML"> 
            <doc:ServiceComponentIdentifier doc:majorVersion="0" doc:minorVersion="0">0</doc:ServiceComponentIdentifier> 
            <doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
                <doc:ApplicationRootMessageML xsi:type="sni:GuideToServiceTable1"> 
                    <sni:incrementalVersion>0</sni:incrementalVersion> 
                    <sni:characterEncoding sni:alias="ISO 10646 UTF-8" sni:code="125" sni:table="sni02_CharacterEncoding"/> 
                    <sni:serviceEntry> 
                        <sni:serviceComponentId>1</sni:serviceComponentId> 
                        <sni:contentId>0</sni:contentId> 
                        <sni:applicationId sni:alias="Traffic event compact" sni:code="5" sni:table="sni03_ApplicationIdentifier"/> 
                        <sni:safetyFlag>false</sni:safetyFlag> 
                    </sni:serviceEntry> 
                </doc:ApplicationRootMessageML> 
            </doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
            <doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
                <doc:ApplicationRootMessageML xsi:type="sni:GuideToServiceTable7"> 
                    <sni:incrementalVersion>0</sni:incrementalVersion> 
                    <sni:serviceEntry> 
                        <sni:serviceComponentId>1</sni:serviceComponentId> 
                        <sni:majorVersion>3</sni:majorVersion> 
                        <sni:minorVersion>0</sni:minorVersion> 
                    </sni:serviceEntry> 
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                    <sni:serviceEntry> 
                        <sni:serviceComponentId>0</sni:serviceComponentId> 
                        <sni:majorVersion>0</sni:majorVersion> 
                        <sni:minorVersion>0</sni:minorVersion> 
                    </sni:serviceEntry> 
                </doc:ApplicationRootMessageML> 
            </doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
        </doc:ServiceComponent> 
        <doc:ServiceComponent xsi:type="doc:ServiceComponentML"> 
            <doc:ServiceComponentIdentifier doc:majorVersion="3" doc:minorVersion="0">1</doc:ServiceComponentIdentifier> 
            <doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
                <doc:ApplicationRootMessageML xsi:type="tec:TECMessage"> 
                    <tec:mmt> 
                        <mmc:messageID>845086296</mmc:messageID> 

•                         <mmc:versionID>20</mmc:versionID> 

•                         <mmc:messageExpiryTime>2010-06-24T11:00:00Z</mmc:messageExpiryTime> 

•                         <mmc:cancelFlag>false</mmc:cancelFlag> 
                        <mmc:messageGenerationTime>2010-06-23T14:00:00Z</mmc:messageGenerationTime> 
                    </tec:mmt> 
                    <tec:event> 
                        <tec:effectCode tec:alias="traffic flow unknown" tec:code="1" tec:table="tec001_EffectCode"/> 
                        <tec:startTime>2010-06-24T07:00:00Z</tec:startTime> 
                        <tec:stopTime>2010-06-24T11:00:00Z</tec:stopTime> 
                        <tec:cause xsi:type="tec:DirectCause"> 
                            <tec:mainCause tec:alias="roadworks" tec:code="3" tec:table="tec002_CauseCode"/> 
                            <tec:warningLevel tec:alias="danger level 1" tec:code="2" tec:table="tec003_WarningLevel"/> 
                            <tec:unverifiedInformation>false</tec:unverifiedInformation> 
                            <tec:subCause xsi:type="tec:tec103_Roadworks" tec:alias="road marking work" tec:code="2" 
tec:table="tec103_Roadworks"/> 
                        </tec:cause> 
                        <tec:cause xsi:type="tec:DirectCause"> 
                            <tec:mainCause tec:alias="narrow lanes" tec:code="4" tec:table="tec002_CauseCode"/> 
                            <tec:warningLevel tec:alias="informative" tec:code="1" tec:table="tec003_WarningLevel"/> 
                            <tec:unverifiedInformation>false</tec:unverifiedInformation> 
                            <tec:laneRestrictionType tec:alias="lane(s) closed" tec:code="1" tec:table="tec004_LaneRestriction"/> 
                        </tec:cause> 
                        <tec:cause xsi:type="tec:DirectCause"> 
                            <tec:mainCause tec:alias="time delay" tec:code="29" tec:table="tec002_CauseCode"/> 
                            <tec:warningLevel tec:alias="informative" tec:code="1" tec:table="tec003_WarningLevel"/> 
                            <tec:unverifiedInformation>false</tec:unverifiedInformation> 
                        </tec:cause> 
                    </tec:event> 
                    <tec:loc> 
                        <lrc:method xsi:type="lrc:TMCLocationReference"> 
                            <lrc:locationID>11734</lrc:locationID> 
                            <lrc:countryCode>1</lrc:countryCode> 
                            <lrc:locationTableNumber>1</lrc:locationTableNumber> 
                            <lrc:direction>true</lrc:direction> 
                            <lrc:bothDirections>false</lrc:bothDirections> 
                            <lrc:extent>1</lrc:extent> 
                            <lrc:locationTableVersion>23</lrc:locationTableVersion> 
                        </lrc:method> 
                    </tec:loc> 
                </doc:ApplicationRootMessageML> 
            </doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
            <doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
            ... 
            </doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
            ... 
        </doc:ServiceComponent> 
    </doc:TransportFrame> 
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</doc:TpegMLDocument> 
 
The following example shows the TPEG-TFP message in XML format including the 
transport and service framework. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="true"?> 
<doc:TpegMLDocument xmlns:tec="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/TrafficEventCompact_3_0" 
xmlns:tdt="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/AbstractDataTypes_3_0" 
xmlns:mmc="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/MessageManagementContainer_3_0" 
xmlns:doc="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/TpegMLDocument_3_0" 
xmlns:lrc="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/LocationReferencingContainer_3_0" 
xmlns:sni="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/ServiceAndNetworkInformation_3_0" 
xmlns:tfp="http://www.tisa.org/TPEG/TrafficFlowAndPrediction_3_0" doc:timeStamp="2010-04-29T08:46:33Z" 
doc:version="0" doc:docType="fullRepository"> 
    <doc:TransportFrame xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:type="doc:ServiceFrameML"> 
        <doc:ServiceIdentification> 
            <tdt:SID_A>0</tdt:SID_A> 
            <tdt:SID_B>1</tdt:SID_B> 
            <tdt:SID_C>2</tdt:SID_C> 
        </doc:ServiceIdentification> 
        <doc:EncryptionIndicator>0</doc:EncryptionIndicator> 
        <doc:ServiceComponent xsi:type="doc:ServiceComponentML"> 
            <doc:ServiceComponentIdentifier doc:minorVersion="0" doc:majorVersion="0">0</doc:ServiceComponentIdentifier> 
            <doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
                <doc:ApplicationRootMessageML xsi:type="sni:GuideToServiceTable1"> 
                    <sni:incrementalVersion>0</sni:incrementalVersion> 
                    <sni:characterEncoding sni:table="sni02_CharacterEncoding" sni:code="125" sni:alias="ISO 10646 UTF-8"/> 
                    <sni:serviceEntry> 
                        <sni:serviceComponentId>2</sni:serviceComponentId> 
                        <sni:contentId>0</sni:contentId> 
                        <sni:applicationId sni:table="sni03_ApplicationIdentifier" sni:code="17" sni:alias="Traffic Flow and Prediction"/> 
                        <sni:safetyFlag>false</sni:safetyFlag> 
                    </sni:serviceEntry> 
                </doc:ApplicationRootMessageML> 
            </doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
            <doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
                <doc:ApplicationRootMessageML xsi:type="sni:GuideToServiceTable7"> 
                    <sni:incrementalVersion>0</sni:incrementalVersion> 
                    <sni:serviceEntry> 
                        <sni:serviceComponentId>2</sni:serviceComponentId> 
                        <sni:majorVersion>1</sni:majorVersion> 
                        <sni:minorVersion>0</sni:minorVersion> 
                    </sni:serviceEntry> 
                    <sni:serviceEntry> 
                        <sni:serviceComponentId>0</sni:serviceComponentId> 
                        <sni:majorVersion>0</sni:majorVersion> 
                        <sni:minorVersion>0</sni:minorVersion> 
                    </sni:serviceEntry> 
                </doc:ApplicationRootMessageML> 
            </doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
        </doc:ServiceComponent> 
        <doc:ServiceComponent xsi:type="doc:ServiceComponentML"> 
            <doc:ServiceComponentIdentifier doc:minorVersion="0" doc:majorVersion="1">2</doc:ServiceComponentIdentifier> 
            <doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
                <doc:ApplicationRootMessageML xsi:type="tfp:TFPMessage"> 
                    <tfp:mmt> 
                        <mmc:messageID>0</mmc:messageID> 

•                         <mmc:versionID>0</mmc:versionID> 

•                         <mmc:messageExpiryTime>2010-04-29T09:00:00Z</mmc:messageExpiryTime> 

•                         <mmc:cancelFlag>false</mmc:cancelFlag> 
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•                     </tfp:mmt> 
                    <tfp:method xsi:type="tfp:FlowMatrix"> 

•                         <tfp:startTime>2010-04-29T08:45:00Z</tfp:startTime> 
                        <tfp:duration>105</tfp:duration> 
                        <tfp:spatialResolution tfp:table="tfp004_SpatialResolution" tfp:code="0" tfp:alias="TMCLocations"/> 
 <tfp:vectors> 
     <tfp:timeOffset>15</tfp:timeOffset> 
     <tfp:vectorSections> 
         <tfp:spatialOffset>1</tfp:spatialOffset> 
         <tfp:status> 
             <tfp:averageSpeed>49</tfp:averageSpeed> 
             <tfp:freeFlowTravelTime>53</tfp:freeFlowTravelTime> 
         </tfp:status> 
         <tfp:statistics> 
             <tfp:FlowQuality tfp:table="tfp008_FlowDataQuality" tfp:code="3" tfp:alias="moderate"/> 
         </tfp:statistics> 
     </tfp:vectorSections> 
                        </tfp:vectors> 
                        <tfp:vectors> 
                             <tfp:timeOffset>30</tfp:timeOffset> 
                            <tfp:vectorSections> 
                                <tfp:spatialOffset>1</tfp:spatialOffset> 
                                <tfp:status> 
                                    <tfp:averageSpeed>48</tfp:averageSpeed> 
                                    <tfp:freeFlowTravelTime>53</tfp:freeFlowTravelTime> 
                                </tfp:status> 
                                <tfp:statistics> 
                                    <tfp:FlowQuality tfp:table="tfp008_FlowDataQuality" tfp:code="3" tfp:alias="moderate"/> 
                                </tfp:statistics> 
                            </tfp:vectorSections> 
                        </tfp:vectors> 
                        <tfp:vectors> 
                            <tfp:timeOffset>45</tfp:timeOffset> 
                            <tfp:vectorSections> 
                                <tfp:spatialOffset>1</tfp:spatialOffset> 
                                <tfp:status> 
                                    <tfp:averageSpeed>48</tfp:averageSpeed> 
                                    <tfp:freeFlowTravelTime>53</tfp:freeFlowTravelTime> 
                                </tfp:status> 
                                <tfp:statistics> 
                                    <tfp:FlowQuality tfp:table="tfp008_FlowDataQuality" tfp:code="3" tfp:alias="moderate"/> 
                                </tfp:statistics> 
                            </tfp:vectorSections> 
                        </tfp:vectors> 
                        <tfp:vectors> 
                            ... 
                        </tfp:vectors> 
                        ... 
                    </tfp:method> 
                    <tfp:loc> 
                        <lrc:method xsi:type="lrc:TMCLocationReference"> 
                            <lrc:locationID>25220</lrc:locationID> 
                            <lrc:countryCode>1</lrc:countryCode> 
                            <lrc:locationTableNumber>1</lrc:locationTableNumber> 
                            <lrc:direction>false</lrc:direction> 
                            <lrc:bothDirections>false</lrc:bothDirections> 
                            <lrc:extent>1</lrc:extent> 
                            <lrc:locationTableVersion>23</lrc:locationTableVersion> 
                        </lrc:method> 
                    </tfp:loc> 
                </doc:ApplicationRootMessageML> 
            </doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
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            <doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
                <doc:ApplicationRootMessageML xsi:type="tfp:TFPMessage"> 
                    ... 
                </doc:ApplicationRootMessageML> 
            </doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
            .... 
            <doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
                 ... 
            </doc:ApplicationRootMessage> 
        </doc:ServiceComponent> 
    </doc:TransportFrame> 
</doc:TpegMLDocument> 
 

6.8.6. TPEG Integration with ecoMessages facility layer and IPv6 

A proxy server is available, running in the eCoMove Communication Support Centre. 
This server will adapt the stateful model of the TPEG HTTP server with the stateless 
asyncrounous model of ecoMessages. An application can format a valid init-messages 
message and send this to the TPEG proxy using Tpeg message object and UDP or 
TCP/HTTP as application protocols over IPv6. The proxy will then enter into a 
stateful session with the TPEG HTTP server and retrieve the actual TPEG document. 
This document will be delivered back to the original application using IPv6. 
 
Figure below shows a sequence diagram for this message exchange. 

 
Figure 8: TPEG Message retreival from applications 

 
6.9. Message Encoding 

All eCoMove messages are specified in ASN.1 [22] and are encoded using PER 
(Packed Encoding Rules) Unaligned [23]. This is the encoding used by ETSI WG1. 
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7. Application Programming Interface 
7.1. Application use 

7.1.1. Introduction 

eCoMessages API is intended to provide a service to ITS application. While the 
communication components are described in D2.12 [17], this report provides 
information on the Facility Layer for the ITS applications which allows to create, send 
and receive messages from/to other ITS stations.  
 

 
 
 
In Figure 9 it is possible to see the ITS architecture and the location of the Facility 
Layer. The eCoMessage are both a specification and an implementation of the Facility 
service. In this section it is described the eCoMessage API for the application 
development.  In Figure 10 it is possible to see the relationship with other components 
of the application environment. While this component strture refers to the in-vehicle 
application facility, the same structure can be applied to any other environment. The 
picture is not supposed to be complete neither exhaustive, but is meant to provide an 
overview of the relationship with other components.  
The components presented in the picture are: 

1) Application: refer to any eCo-application 
2) eCoMap is the component that provide information to the application referred 

to a streat map, thi components receive the information from the MapFeeder 
3) LDT, Local Dynamic Tree contains information of the vehicle, starting from 

the position to the status of the internal instrumentation 

Figure 9: ITS Architecture 
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4) eCoMonitoring: this component takes information from the LDT and 
generated the messages to be send to other ITS stations 

5) eCoMessage is the component responsible to send and receive ecomessage, by 
supporting the creation of the messages in the correct format. The component 
does not enter into the details of the content of the message itself 

6) Communication: this component is responsible to send and receive 
information over the supported channels: G5, ipv4, ipv6, http, datagram 

7) POMA: Positioning and Mapping, is a component that provide time, position 
and speed (PVT) to the communication component for the GN protocol. 
POMA has been specified in the CVIS project. 

 
 
 

 
 

7.1.2. Application mapping 

The following table shows the mapping between application and messages. This table 
is an extract from eCoMessage discussion/requirement definition activity and does not 
pretend to be complete. Detail description of message use is expected to be provided 
in the Application Specification documents. 
 

Figure 10: Component relationship 
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7.36.1. Message Sequence diagrams 

This section presents the main possibly communication schema. They are based on 
the availability of some main components: 

1) The eCoMessage service 
2) The eCoCommunication service 
3) The Service Announcementservice 

 
eCoMessage based communication 
One communication paradigm foresees to rely entirely on the eCoMessages. Two 
stations, as for example one road side ITS station and a vehicle ITS Station exchange 
information only via eCoMessages.  
 

 
 
 
 
The Figure 11 shows an example of an eCoMessage based communication. In the 
example the vehicle regularly sends the CAM message. While the infrastructure after 
receiving it, it generates a SLAM message either as broadcast or a unicast message 
back to the vehicles/vehicle.  
 

Figure 11: eCoMessage based information exchange 
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Service Announcementtriggered communication 
A second communication paradigm foresees to listen for an advertisement  message 
from nearby ITS stations, and send information either with the communication bundle 
or via a eCoMessage back to the ITS station with a unicast message or as a broadcast 
message to all surrounding ITS stations. 
 

 
 
  
 
Figure 12 shows an example of the paradigm. In this case the ITS station that host the 
service registers to the Service Advertisement bundle. This will cause the SAM 
message to be generated and sent to neighbours ITS stations. At the receiver side, the 
ITS station could decide to send information either via an eCoMessage or via direct 
communication using the communication bundles. The exact way to react depends on 
the agreement and specification of the subscribed application. 
 
eCoMessage triggered Communication 
Similar to the first approach, an ITS station can start communication based on the 
reception of an eCoMessage, but instead of reply with another eCoMessage, it creates 
a communication channel and send information via this channel. 
 

Figure 12: Service Advertisement triggered communication 
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This situation, represented in Figure 13, typically involves a unicast communication 
to the generating ITS station.   
 

7.37. OSGi Application Interface  
7.37.1. Introduction 

Java OSGi API for the eCoMessage Facility service allows application to create, send, 
receive and access eCoMessages.  
 
The eCoMessage OSGi service uses OSGi EventAdmin service to distribute messages 
to receivers. The eCoMessage OSGi service allows to send and receive messages via 
the following channels: 

1) Geonetworking 
2) HTTP  
3) Datagram or UDP/IP 

 
7.37.2. API structure 

The API is composed of the Service definition and the definition of all the structures 
used for creating the eCoMessages. In the following the structure of the API is 
presented. For the full description of the API, please refer to the java doc. 
 
Classes  

o org.ecomoveproject.ecomessages.types. 
 ImmutableException 
 MalformedMessageException 
 MessageIncompleteException 
 OptionalItemNotPresentException 
 ValueOutOfRangeException 

Figure 13: eCoMessage triggered direct communication 
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o org.ecomoveproject.ecomessages. 

Interfaces  

o Denm 
o Itm  
o Slam 
o Srm  
o Tpegm  
o Tspdm  
o Vpm  
o EcoMessageService 

o org.ecomoveproject.ecomessages.types 
o AdviceObject 
o Approach 
o ApproachObject 
o BasicVehicle 
o Change 
o ConnectionInformation 
o DecentralizedSituation 
o DenmBase  
o Ellipse 
o EmergencyVehicle 
o EmissionModelInfo 
o IntersectionElement 
o ItmOffsets 
o ItsHeader   

o org.ecomoveproject.ecomessages.types 
o Location 
o LocationReference 
o Management 
o MovementState 
o PathPoint 
o ProbablePath 
o ProfileParameters 
o PublicTransportVehicle 
o ReferencePosition 
o RelevanceArea 
o Situation 
o SlamInfo 
o TraceLocData 
o VehicleCommonParameters 
o VehicleComputedLane 
o VehiclePathElt 
o VehicleReferenceLane 
o Waypoint 

Enumerations  

o org.ecomoveproject.ecomessages.enums: 
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o VehiclePhysType 
o VehicleLaneAttributes 
o VehicleFuelType 
o VehicleEuroClass 
o TurnDirection 
o TrafficCategory 
o SimpleSystemState 
o Severity 
o Relevance 
o RelativeSize 
o ItsMessageTypes 
o IntersectionStatusObject 
o ExteriorLights 
o EmergencyResponseType 
o DoorOpen 
o DirectionalityFilter 
o ColorState 
o CauseType 
o AccelerationControl 

 
7.37.3. GeoNetworking/ Datagram (UDP) / Connection based (HTTP) 

There are three available channels for exchanging eCoMessages, these are: 
• GeoNetworking over G5 
• HTTP 
• UDP 

 
The API is common to all the media, but a specific url shall be used to distinguish 
among the different media, for example: 

• GeoNetworking over G5 
– Single Hop Broadcast (SHB) 

• Example url = “geonetworking://shb:5000” 
– Unicast 

• Example url = “geonetworking://unicast=[ef:1:3:4:0:0:0:1] 
:5000” 

• Datagram / UDP 
– Esample  

• url = “datagram://192.168.1.1:5001” 
• url = “datagram://[::1]:5001” 

• over HTTP 
– example url = http://192.168.1.1:8080/ecomessages 
– Osgi framework parameter for HTTP configuration  

• org.osgi.service.http.port=8080 
 
The eCoMessage Service in parallel is capable to receive on assigned BTP ports and 
the UDP and HTTP channels. Table 13 shows the allocated ports. For further detail on 
communication media, parameters and URL definition, consult D2.12 [17]. 
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Table 13 eCoMessage parameters 
Parameter Port 
UDPPortGeneric 5001 
BTPPortCAM 5000 
BTPPortDENM 5005 
BTPPortVPM 5100 
BTPPortSRM 5101 
BTPPortTspdm 5102 
BTPPortTPEGM 5103 
BTPPortSlam 5104 
BTPPortItm 5105 
BTPPortEcoCam 5106 
SABTPdestinationPort 5150 
HTTP 8080 
 

7.37.4. Example eCoMessage creation and send 

In the following an excerpt of code for create a CAM. The last sentence is used to 
actually send the message over the G5 channel.   
 
Cam cam = ecoMessageService.createCam(); 
cam.setGenerationTime(System.currentTimeMillis()); 
cam.setStationId(100); 
cam.setMobileItsStation(false); 
cam.setPrivateItsStation(true); 
cam.setPhysicalRelevantItsStation(true); 
ReferencePosition rp = cam.createReferencePosition(); 
rp.setLongitude(10.1); 
rp.setLatitude(10.1); 
rp.setElevation(10.1); 
Ellipse ell = rp.createPosConfidenceEllipse(); 
ell.setAzimuth(10.1); 
ell.setSemiMajorAxis(10.1); 
ell.setSemiMinorAxis(10.1); 
rp.setPosConfidenceEllipse(ell); 
rp.setHeadingConfidence(10.1); 
cam.setReferencePosition(rp); 
VehicleCommonParameters vcp = cam.createVehicleCommonParameters(); 
vcp.setVehicleType(10); 
vcp.setStationLength(10.1); 
vcp.setStationWidth(10.1); 
vcp.setVehicleSpeed(10.1); 
vcp.setVehicleSpeedConfidence(1); 
vcp.setLongitudinalAcceleration(9); 
AccelerationControl ac[] = {AccelerationControl.ADAPTIVE_CRUISE_CONTROL}; 
vcp.setAccelerationControl(ac); 
vcp.setYawRate(10.1); 
vcp.setYawRateConfidence(10.1); 
ExteriorLights el[] = {ExteriorLights.DAYTIME_RUNNING_LIGHTS_ON, 
ExteriorLights.PARKING_LIGHTS_ON}; 
vcp.setExteriorLights(el); 
vcp.setCurvature(10.1); 
vcp.setCurvatureConfidence(10.1); 
cam.setVehicleCommonParameters(vcp);  
cam.send("geonetworking://shb:5000"); 

  
 

7.37.5. Example eCoMessage reception 
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In order to receive eCoMessages, the application shall implement the EventHandler 
and register to listen to specific message or generally to all messages. The following 
code example shows how to register to listen to all messages.   
 
ServiceRegistration eh;   
Dictionary<String,String> props = new Hashtable<String,String>(); 
props.put(EventConstants.EVENT_TOPIC, EcoMessageService.EVENT_ALL); 
eh = context.registerService(EventHandler.class.getName(), this, props); 

 
When a message is received, the application shall cast to the specific type, as shown 
below. 
public void handleEvent(Event event) { 

if (event.getTopic().equals(EcoMessageService.EVENT_CAM))  { 
Cam cam = (Cam)event.getProperty(EcoMessageService.MSGINFO_BODY); 
System.out.println("Received cam: " + cam.toString()); 
} 
if (event.getTopic().equals(EcoMessageService.EVENT_ECOCAM))  { 
EcoCam ecoCam = (EcoCam)event.getProperty(EcoMessageService.MSGINFO_BODY); 

       System.out.println("Received ecoCam: " + ecoCam.toString()); 
       } 
       if (event.getTopic().equals(EcoMessageService.EVENT_ITM))  { 
       Itm itm = (Itm)event.getProperty(EcoMessageService.MSGINFO_BODY); 
       System.out.println("Received Itm: " + itm.toString()); 
       } 
} 

 
7.37.6. Example Service Announcement reception 

In order to listen for Service Announcement messages, the application shall 
implement the EventHandler and register for SA messages, as shown in the following 
code extract.  
 
ServiceRegistration eh;   
Dictionary<String,String> props = new Hashtable<String,String>(); 
props.put(EventConstants.EVENT_TOPIC, CalmServiceAdvertisement.TOPIC_SA); 
eh = context.registerService(EventHandler.class.getName(), this, props); 

 
Below the example on how to receive the Service Announcement message, by 
implementing the event handler method  
 
public void handleEvent(Event event) { 
 String sTopic = event.getTopic(); 
 if (sTopic.equals(CalmServiceAdvertisement.TOPIC_SA)) { 
  //do something… 
 } 
} 

 
The property associated with the SA event can be used to further processing 

• SERVICE_PID: id of the application, as defined in for the servicetable 
• SERVICE_ADDRESS: the address of the sender 
• SERVICE_STATIONID: id of the ITS station 
• SERVICE_DATA: additional binary data associated with the application 

 
7.37.7. Service Announcement subscription example 

When an application implements a specific service it can publish the associated 
Service Advertisement message. This is done, but implementing the 
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CalmServiceAdvertisement interface and registering to the framework. An example is 
provided below. 
 
String servicePID = "org.ecomove.sayhello"; 
 
Dictionary<String, Object> props = new Hashtable<String, Object>(); 
props.put(CalmServiceAdvertisement.SERVICE_PID, servicePID); 
props.put(CalmServiceAdvertisement.SERVICE_ADDRESS, "192.168.1.1"); 
props.put(CalmServiceAdvertisement.SERVICE_DATA, "Hello".getBytes()); 
 
context.registerService(CalmServiceAdvertisement.class.getName(), this, props); 

 
The application identification string shall be present in the CalmServiceTable service. 
 

7.37.8. eCoMessage Logging 

In order to log incoming messages, the application shall follow the example described 
above. On the contrary, to log the outgoing message, the application shall also register 
for outgoing messages, that are distributed with the EventAdmin, but under a different 
topic. The example below shows how to register.  
 
String strTopics[] = new String[] { 
  EcoMessageService.EVENT_ALL, 
  EcoMessageService.EVENT_OUTGOING, 
}; 
Dictionary servProps = new Hashtable(); 
servProps.put(EventConstants.EVENT_TOPIC, strTopics); 
context.registerService(EventHandler.class.getName(), this, servProps); 
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Annex A – CAM and DENM in ETSI TC ITS  
This Annex introduces CAM and DENM specified by ETSI TC ITS as a reference for 
ecoMessages. The contents of the ASN.1 representation in this Annex are excerpted 
from the latest CAM (version 1.2.1) and DENM (version 1.1.1) by March 2011. Both 
of them will be further updated in D2.13 to reflect the latest standard development. 
 

Figure 14
CAM 

 lists the CAM definition. Packet encoding and decoding shall be done 
according to ASN.1 unaligned packet encoding rules.  
ASN1START 
 
CAM-PDU-Descriptions { 
 itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) itsDomain (5) wg1 (1) 
ts (102637) cam (2) version1 (1)  
} 
 
DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::=  
 
BEGIN 
 
IMPORTS  
  ItsPduHeader, VehicleCommonParameters, ProfileParameters, 
StationID, TimeStamp, ReferencePosition  
FROM DENM-PDU-Descriptions { itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) 
etsi (0) itsDomain (5) wg1 (1) ts (102637) denm (3) version2 (2) }; 
 
-- The root data frame for cooperative awareness messages 
CamPdu ::= SEQUENCE { 
 header ItsPduHeader, 
 cam  CoopAwareness 
} 
 
CoopAwareness ::= SEQUENCE { 
 stationID StationID, 
 -- Basic characterization of an ITS station. 
 stationCharacteristics SEQUENCE { 
  mobileItsStation  BOOLEAN, -- will ITS station change position? 
  privateItsStation  BOOLEAN, -- not public authority 
  physicalRelevantItsStation BOOLEAN, -- can another station crash into this 
station? 
  ... 
 }, 
 referencePosition ReferencePosition, 
 camParameters CamParameters OPTIONAL 
 ... 
} 
 
CamParameters ::= SEQUENCE { 
 vehicleCommonParameters VehicleCommonParameters, 
 profileDependent   ProfileParameters OPTIONAL, 
 ... 
} 
-- ASN1STOP 

Figure 14: ASN.1 definition of Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) 
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A DENM PDU is composed of a common ITS PDU header and a DENM. The header 
includes basic information including the protocol version, the message type (CAM or 
DENM) and the generation time of the message. A DENM consists of three fixed 
order parts: the management container, the situation container and the location 
container. 

DENM 

Figure 15 shows the general structure of a DENM and Figure 16 outlines 
the ASN.1 representation of the DENM.  
 

 
Figure 15: General structure of DENM 

-- ASN1START 
 
DENM-PDU-Descriptions { 
 itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) itsDomain (5) wg1 (1) ts (102637) denm (3) version2 

(2)  
} 
DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::=  
 
BEGIN  
DenmPdu ::= SEQUENCE { 
 header ItsPduHeader,  
 denm DecentralizedEnvironmentalNotificationMessage 
} 
 
DecentralizedEnvironmentalNotificationMessage ::= SEQUENCE { 

--  container with DEN management and version control 
 management DecentralizedSituationManagement   

-- container with event description, incl. type, severity 
 situation DecentralizedSituation    

-- container with event location, location referencing with more detailed location description 
and the relevance area 

 location DecentralizedSituationLocation      
 ... 
} 
 
DecentralizedSituationManagement::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- unique identifier about an event from one originator ITS station, combination of node ID and 

a sequence number 
 actionID ActionID, -- 6 byte 
 -- version of the DENM indicating updates from the same originator ITS station; value of 255 is 
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used for the  cancellation message sent from the originator ITS station 
 dataVersion DataVersion,   -- 1 byte 
 -- time when the DENM is deleted from the DEN management and the information related to the 

event is set as invalid.. If it is not provided, it indicates that the expiry time is unkown by the 
originator ITS station  

 expiryTime TimeStamp   OPTIONAL,  -- 6 byte 
 frequency INTEGER (0..255) OPTIONAL,  --units in 0.1Hz 
 -- probability of the detected event to  be true, varies  from 0 to 100, with maximum value as full 

reliability 
 reliability INTEGER(0..100),  -- 7 bits 
 -- negates the existence of an event at the event position by a third part ITS station that have 

received DENMs previously.    
 isNegation BOOLEAN      -- 1 bit  
} 
 

-- event description derived from TPEG-TEC 
DecentralizedSituation::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- traffic status near the event position, defined based on TPEG-TEC 
 trafficFlowEffect  TrafficFlowEffect OPTIONAL, -- 1 byte.  
 -- event direct cause and sub cause description as defined in TPEG-TEC 
 situation Situation, 
 -- linked cause if information is available. 
 linkedCause Situation  OPTIONAL, -- 2 Byte,  
 -- severity value of the event, defined in [Error! Reference source not found.], TPEG table 

tec003    
 severity Severity,  -- 1 byte 
 -- characteristics of the event  
 eventCharact SEQUENCE  -- EventCharact 1 byte   
 { 

-- event mobility description, set to TRUE if the event is in mobility  
eventmobility BOOLEAN, 
-- whether the event is caused by the originator ITS station 
causeType ENUMERATED { itsStation, geographicalRegion }, 
-- whether the event is physicalling relevant to the  receiving ITS station 
 relevance ENUMERATED {physicallyRelevant, difficultDrivingConditions}, 
-- whether the event is time critical road safety event, set to TRUE if it is the case. 
timeCriticality BOOLEAN, 
-- more characteristics may be added.   
... 

 } OPTIONAL, 
   
 vehicleCommonParameters VehicleCommonParameters OPTIONAL, 
 profile ProfileParameters OPTIONAL 
} 
 
DecentralizedSituationLocation::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- description of the event position.  
 eventPosition CHOICE { 
  -- the geographical position of the event reference position  
  eventPositionCurrentDefinition  EventPosition, 
  ... 
 }, 
 -- description of  the relevance area for the  DENM dissemination 
  
 -- location referencing of the event position 
 locationRef CHOICE { 
  -- consequence position of the trace location referencing 

mechanism 
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  trace TraceLocData, 
  -- more location referencing mechanism to be added 
  ... 
 }, 
 ... 
} 
 
EventPosition ::= SEQUENCE { 
 refPosition ReferencePosition, 
 -- event speed, either equal to or different from the vehicle speed  
 eventSpeed Speed  OPTIONAL  
} 
 
ActionID ::= SEQUENCE { 
 stationID  StationID, -- a 4 byte value 
 sequenceNo  SequenceNo -- a 2 byte value 
} 
 
Elevation ::= INTEGER (-10000..16767215) - - multiples of 0.1 m 
 
ItsPduHeader ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- protocolVersion fixed to 0 
 protocolVersion INTEGER(0..255), 
 -- message type ID associated to CAM = 0, DENM=1 
 messageID  INTEGER(0..255), 
 -- milliseconds elapsed since midnight January 1st, 1970 UTC 
 generationTime TimeStamp 
} 
 
Latitude ::= SEQUENCE { 
   hemisphere  ENUMERATED { north (0), south (1) }, 
   degree   INTEGER (0..900000000)  -- multiples of 0.1 microdegree 
}  
 
Longitude ::= SEQUENCE { 
   hemisphere  ENUMERATED { east (0), west (1) }, 
   degree   INTEGER (0..1800000000)  -- multiples of 0.1 microdegree 
} 
 
ReferencePosition ::= SEQUENCE { 
  longitude  Longitude, 
  latitude  Latitude, 
  elevation  Elevation, 
  heading  Direction  OPTIONAL,  --present if 

mobileItsStation flag is TRUE 
  streetName  StreetName  OPTIONAL, 
  positionConfidence  Confidence  OPTIONAL,  --present if 

mobileItsStation flag is TRUE 
  elevationConfidence  Confidence  OPTIONAL,  --present if 

mobileItsStation flag is TRUE 
  roadSegmentID RoadSegmentID  OPTIONAL 
} 
 
SequenceNo ::=INTEGER (0..65535) -- increased by 1 each time a new event is detected 

by the same ITS  station. 
 
DataVersion ::= INTEGER {firstVersion(0),secondVersion(1),cancellation(255) } (0..255) 
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TrafficFlowEffect ::= INTEGER(0..7) -- values as specified TPEG TEC set to 1 when the 
traffic flow effect is unknown,  

 
Situation ::= SEQUENCE { 
 cause  CauseCode,  -- 1 byte 
 subCause SubCauseCode -- 1 byte 
} 
 
-- 1 to 100 indicates causecode defined by TPEG TEC 
-- 101 to 255 indicates causecode without being defined by TPEG TEC 
CauseCode::=INTEGER{ 
 reserved (0), 
 dangerousDriving (101), 
 intersectionViolation (102), 
 vehicleProblem (103), 
 intersectionCollision (104), 
 hazardousLocation (105)  
} (0..255) 
 
SubCauseCode ::= INTEGER {unknown(0)} (0..255) 
 
Severity ::= ENUMERATED  -- 1 byte 
{ 
 informative (1),  

 -- Text example: <Attention, there is a dangerous obstruction due to fog> 
 obstacles (2), --danger level 1 
 -- Text example: <Attention, there a danger due to fog> 
 danger (3), --danger level 2  
 -- Text example: <Attention, highest danger due to fog> 
 highestDanger (4) --danger level 3  
} 
 
Speed ::= INTEGER (-32765..32765)   -- multiples of 0.01 m/s 
StationID ::=   INTEGER(0..4294967295) 
 
TraceLocData ::= SEQUENCE { 
 --3 bits, identifier of the trace 
 traceID INTEGER(0 .. 7),  
 --5 bits, number of waypoint positions included in the trace 
 waypoints SEQUENCE (SIZE(0..31)) OF Waypoint 
} 
 
TimeStamp ::= INTEGER (0.. 281474976710655)  -- units of milliseconds, 

6 byte 
 
Waypoint  ::=SEQUENCE{ 
 --  waypoint positions included in the trace.  
 ptLat  Latitude, --a 4 bytes value  
 ptLong  Longitude, --a 4 bytes value 
 ptAlt  Elevation, 
 ... 
} 
 
-- common and profile dependent parameter definitions follow 
ProfileParameters ::= CHOICE { 
 basicVehicle BasicVehicle, 
     emergencyVehicle         EmergencyVehicle, 
     publicTransportVehicle   PublicTransportVehicle, 
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    ... 
} 
 
VehicleCommonParameters ::= SEQUENCE { 

vehicleType                            VehicleType, 
     stationLength                          StationLength, 
     stationLengthConfidence            Confidence  OPTIONAL, 
     stationWidth                           StationWidth, 
     stationWidthConfidence             Confidence  OPTIONAL, 
     vehicleSpeed                        VehicleSpeed, 
     vehicleSpeedConfidence           Confidence, 
     longAcceleration                       LongAcceleration, 
     longAccelerationConfidence       Confidence, 
     accelerationControl                    AccelerationControl, 
     yawRate       YawRate, 
     yawRateConfidence       Confidence, 
     exteriorLights                         ExteriorLights, 
     turnAdvice                             TurnAdvice  OPTIONAL, 
     distanceToStopLine                    DistanceToStopLine  OPTIONAL, 
     occupancy                              Occupancy  OPTIONAL, 
     doorOpen                               DoorOpen  OPTIONAL, 
     posConfidenceEllipse                 PosConfidenceEllipse, 
     curvature                             Curvature, 
     curvatureChange                      CurvatureChange  OPTIONAL, 
     curvatureConfidence       Confidence, 
     crashStatus                            CrashStatus  OPTIONAL, 
     headingConfidence                     Confidence, 
     dangerousGoods                        DangerousGoods  OPTIONAL, 
     ... 
} 
 
BasicVehicle ::= SEQUENCE { 
     ... 
} 
 
EmergencyVehicle ::= SEQUENCE { 
     lightBarInUse                    LightBarInUse  OPTIONAL, 
     sireneInUse                      SireneInUse  OPTIONAL, 
     emergencyResponseType     EmergencyResponseType, 
     ... 
} 
 
PublicTransportVehicle ::= SEQUENCE { 
     publicVehicleType              PublicVehicleType, 
     pTLineDescription              PTLineDescription OPTIONAL, 
     scheduleDeviation               ScheduleDeviation OPTIONAL, 
     trafficLightPriority            TrafficLightPriority OPTIONAL, 
     ... 
} 
 
AccelerationControl ::= BIT STRING { 
 brakePedal    (0), 
 throttlePedal (1), 
 cruiseControl (2), 
 acc           (3), 
 limiter       (4), 
 brakeAssist   (5) 
}  
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AmbientAirTemperature ::= Temperature  
 
 
Confidence ::= INTEGER (0..15)  
 
CourseOfJourney ::= IA5String(SIZE(0..32))  
 
CrashStatus ::= BOOLEAN 
 
Curvature ::= INTEGER (-32765..32765) 
 
CurvatureChange ::= INTEGER (-1023..1023) 
 
DataReference ::= IA5String(SIZE(1..128)) 
 
DangerousGoods ::= INTEGER (0..8191) 
 
Dimension ::= INTEGER (0..16383) 
 
Direction ::= INTEGER{north(0), east(7200), south(14400), west(21600)} (0..28799) 
 
Distance ::= INTEGER (0..65535) -- multiples of 1.0m 
 
DistanceToStopLine ::= Distance 
 
DoorOpen ::= BIT STRING { 
  driver (0), 
  passenger (1), -- any passenger door 
  maintenance (2), -- hood, other access to engine, or similar 
  luggage (3) 
}  
 
EmergencyResponseType ::= ENUMERATED { 
 none         (0), 
 staticSafeguard (1),   -- e.g. at accident spot 
 movingSafeguard (2),   -- e.g. convoy or abnormal load 
 rightOfWay      (3),   -- claiming right of way 
 ... 
}  
 
ExteriorLights ::= BIT STRING { 
 lowBeamHeadlightsOn     (0), 
 highBeamHeadlightsOn    (1), 
 leftTurnSignalOn        (2), 
 rightTurnSignalOn       (3), 
 automaticLightControlOn (4), 
 daytimeRunningLightsOn  (5), 
 fogLightOn              (6), 
 parkingLightsOn         (7) 
 }  
 
LightBarInUse ::= SimpleSystemState  
 
LineRef ::= IA5String(SIZE(0..32))  
 
LongAcceleration ::= INTEGER (-2000..2000)  -- multiples of 0.01 m/s^2  
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Occupancy ::= INTEGER (0..255)  
 
PosConfidenceEllipse ::= SEQUENCE { 
   semiMajorConfidence    Confidence,    -- confidence of the ellipse's major semi-axes 
   semiMinorConfidence    Confidence,    -- confidence of the ellipse's minor semi-axes 
   semiMajorOrientation    Direction 
}  
 
Priority ::= INTEGER(0..7)  
 
PTLineDescription ::= SEQUENCE { 
   courseOfJourney   CourseOfJourney, 
   lineRef           LineRef, 
   routeRef          RouteRef 
}  
 
PublicVehicleType ::= INTEGER(0..255)  
 
RoadSegmentID ::= INTEGER (0..99999999)  
 
RouteRef ::= IA5String(SIZE(0..32))  
 
ScheduleDeviation ::= INTEGER (-900..3600)  -- seconds, positiv delay; negative ahead of 

schedule  
 
SimpleSystemState ::= ENUMERATED { 
  unavailable  (0), -- not equipped or out of order 
  disabled  (1), -- switched off by user or due to driving situation, e.g. ACC below minimum speed 
  enabled   (2), -- switched on but no action, e.g. ESP in normal operation, limiter below limit speed 
  engaged   (3)  -- switched on and in action, e.g. light bar flashing, limiter limiting speed  
}  
 
SireneInUse ::= SimpleSystemState  
 
StationLength ::= Dimension  
 
StationWidth ::= Dimension  
 
StreetName ::= IA5String(SIZE(1..32))  
 
Temperature ::= INTEGER (-40..215)  
 
TrafficLightPriority ::= Priority  
 
TurnAdvice ::= SEQUENCE { 
  direction    TurnDirection, 
  distance     Distance 
}  
 
TurnDirection ::= BIT STRING { 
  uTurn       (0), 
  sharpRight  (1), 
  right       (2), 
  slightRight (3), 
  straight    (4), 
  slightLeft  (5), 
  left        (6), 
  sharpLeft   (7) 
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}  
 
VehicleSpeed ::= Speed  
 
VehicleType ::= INTEGER (0..255)  
 
WiperSystemFront ::= ENUMERATED { 
  idle         (0), 
  interval     (1), 
  normal       (2), 
  fast         (3), 
  washerActive (4) 
} 
 
YawRate ::= SEQUENCE { 
  yawDirection ENUMERATED { left (0), right (1) }, 
  yawRateValue  INTEGER (0..32765)    -- multiples of 0.01deg/s 
} 
 
END 
 
-- ASN1STOP 

Figure 16: ASN.1 representation of the DENM  
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Annex B – TPEG standards   
TPEG is intended to operate via almost any simple digital data channel, where it is 
primarily targeted at broadcast media using byte oriented transparent data channels. 
Other physical formats may pose different constraints on a transmission layer. Thus, 
TPEG assumes nothing of the channel other than the ability to convey a stream of 
bytes. To this end, the concept of transmission via a “piece of wire” is envisaged, in 
which the bearer has no additional service features. 
 
In Figure 17 a variety of possible transmission channels are shown. The only 
requirement of the channel is that a sequence of bytes may be carried between the 
TPEG generator and the TPEG decoder. This requirement is described as 
“transparency”. However, it is recognised that data channels may introduce errors. 
Bytes may be omitted from a sequence, bytes may become corrupted or additional and 
erroneous data could be received. Therefore, TPEG incorporates error detection 
features at appropriate points and levels. It is assumed that bearer systems will 
introduce an appropriate level of error correction. 
 

 
Figure 17: TPEG data delivery channels  

 
The following roles are defined for TPEG devices: 

• TPEG Server – is the device or entity that provides the capabilities to encode 
TPEG objects, e.g. TPEG messages, TPEG Service Frames or TPEG Service 
Component Frames, and which transmits it via a suitable digital bearer to the 
TPEG Client side. 

• TPEG Client – is the device or entity that provides the capabilities to decode 
TPEG objects received from one or several TPEG Servers.  

These terms are used in the rest of this document to designate these roles. 
 
TPEG requires a fixed order of TPEG components. The order for the message 
component is shown in Figure 18; the first component shall be the Message 
Management Container (MMC). This shall be the only component if the message is a 
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cancellation message. Otherwise, the MMC component shall be followed by the 
Application Data Container component which includes the application information 
(e.g. traffic event compact, traffic flow prediction). This shall be followed by the 
Location Referencing Container component, if the LRC is present in this message. 
 

 
Figure 18: Structure of TPEG message 

 
TPEG Traffic Event Compact Figure 19 shows the structure of a TPEG-TEC 
(Traffic Event Compact) message. It starts with the general aspects of a TPEG 
message (message management container, location container and application 
container). One TEC message can describe one event which includes information 
about the event (e.g. incident) itself and optional cause information, advice 
information and route recommendation (DiversionRoute). Detailed information about 
the data format and its representation (XML or binary) is provided in the appropriate 
standards; it is out of the scope of eCoMove since eCoMove will consider TPEG 
message as byte arrays. 
 

TPEG-Message 

Message 
Management 

Container 

Application 
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Container 

Location 
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Container 
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Figure 19: Content of TPEG Traffic Event Compact (TEC) 

 
TPEG-Traffic Flow Prediction Figure 20 shows the structure of a TPEG-TFP 
(Traffic Flow Prediction) message. It starts with the general aspects of a TPEG 
message (message management container, location container and application 
container). One TFP message can describe predicted traffic state (e.g. average speed) 
and free flow travel time information per one location. Detailed information about the 
data format and its representation (XML or binary) is provided in the appropriate 
standards; it is out of the scope of eCoMove since eCoMove will consider TPEG 
message as byte arrays. 
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Figure 20: Content of TPEG Traffic Flow Prediction (TFP) 

 
TPEG Parking Information Figure 21  shows the structure of a TPEG-PKI 
(Parking Information) message. It starts with the general aspects of a TPEG message 
(message management container, location container and application container). One 
PKI message can describe a ParkingLocation, ParkingSiteDescription and Advice 
components as well as one CurrentCapacity and several ExpectedCapacity 
components. Detailed information about the data format and its representation (XML 
or binary) is provided in the appropriate standards; it is out of the scope of eCoMove 
since eCoMove will consider TPEG message as byte arrays. 
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Figure 21: Content of TPEG Parking Information (PKI) 

 
TPEG Road and Multimodal Routes Figure 22  shows the structure of a TPEG-
RMR (Road and Multimodal Routes) message. This message is currently under 
development within TISA and a first draft will be used within eCoMove for the 
transmission of (multimodal) route information using a future standard protocol. The 
development is currently driven by the eCoMove partners BMW and PTV. Detailed 
information about the data format and its representation (XML or binary) is provided 
and shared amongst all involved partners within the project. 
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Figure 22: Content of TPEG Road and Multimodal Routes (RMR) 
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Annex C – ASN.1 eCoMessage Specification 
This annex presents the ASN.1 Specification of the eCoMessages. CAM and DENM 
specification are here not reported, but can be found in [7,8].  
 

ECOCAM 
 
-- This ASN.1 specification has been checked for conformance with the ASN.1 standard 
by the OSS ASN.1 Tools 
 
-- This ASN.1 Module contain eCoMove CAM Emission Model Exetnsions message 
-- It is a result of discussion between eCoMove partners during October 2011. 
 
-- Revision log 
-- Initial version, Francesco Alesiani, NEC Oct 2011 
-- Adaption to ASN.1, Ola Martin Lykkja, Q-Free ASA, Oct 2011 
-- Revised, Christain Skupin, Bosch, Oct 2011 
-- Revised, Guillaume Vernet, Bosch, Oct 2011 
-- Revised, Ola Martin Lykkja, Q-Free ASA, Nov 2011 
 
EcoCamExt-PDU-Descriptions DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::=  
 
BEGIN 
 
IMPORTS 
    ItsPduHeader, StationID 
        FROM DENM-PDU-Descriptions { itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) 

itsDomain (5) wg1 (1) ts (102637) denm (3) 
version2 (2) } 

    LaneNumber 
        FROM ECoMove-Misc; 
 
-- The root data frame for eCoMove CAM emission model information 
EcoCamExtPdu ::= SEQUENCE { 
 header             ItsPduHeader, -- message id is 105 
 stationID          StationID,        -- enables linking with other information 
 emissionModelInfo  EmissionModelInfo 
} 
 
EmissionModelInfo ::= SEQUENCE { 
    vehiclePhysType                VehiclePhysType, 
    vehicleFuelType                VehicleFuelType, 
    vehicleEuroClass               VehicleEuroClass, 
 
    -- total weight of the vehicle in kg (legal maximum) 
    vehicleWeightTotal             VehicleWeight, 
 
    -- weight of the vehicle with no load  
    vehicleWeightDry               VehicleWeight   OPTIONAL, 
    loadPercentage                 LoadPercentage                 OPTIONAL,  
 
    -- Engine effect in kW 
    vehiclePowerTrainCapacity      VehiclePowerTrainCapacity OPTIONAL, 
 
    -- Average Mixed road (Urban / Interurban) energy consumption 
    -- This is the advertised (from user manual) fuel consumption liters/km 
    -- converted into MegaJoules/km. 
    vehicleEfficiencyAverageMixed  VehicleEfficiency, 
 
    -- Instantaneous energy consumption (computed on the last 60 seconds), when 
    -- vehicle stopped use average consumption over a fixed distance, for example 
    -- over the last 1000 meters. 
    vehicleEfficiencyInstantaneous VehicleEfficiency  OPTIONAL, 
 
    -- Average efficiency of the vehicle for transport goods in Mixed 
    -- roads (urban / interurban), measured in term of energy used for distance 
    -- for weight transported. This is the advertised (from user manual) fuel 
    -- consumption liters/tons*km converted into MegaJoules/km/Megagram. 
    transportEfficiencyAverage     TransportEfficiencyAverage      OPTIONAL, 
 
    -- Lane number.  Loosely defined lane number to be used with SLAM, ITM 
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    -- and TSPDM by simulation environment. 
    laneNumber                     LaneNumber                       OPTIONAL 
} 
 
-- Vehicle Physical Type 
-- Note: The ETSI CAM contains a VehicleType, this is more a vehicle use type. 
--    ETSI VehicleType follows TPEG table tec009: 
--    car:1, lorry:2, bus:3, taxi:4, train:5, motorcycle:6, vehiclewithtrailer:7, 
--    motorvehicles:8, dangerousoods:9, abnormalload:10, heavyvehicle:11 
VehiclePhysType ::= ENUMERATED { 
    unknown         (1), -- Unknown, undefined, or not disclosed 
    ldv             (2), -- light duty vehicle: small truck, car 
    coach           (3), -- interurban passanger bus 
    bus             (4), -- urban passanger bus 
    hdvRigid        (5), -- heavy duty vehicle, no trailer 
    hdvArticulated  (6), -- hdv with trailer 
    reserved1       (7), -- For future use 
    reserved2       (8), -- For future use 
    reserved3       (9) -- For future use 
} 
 
-- Euro class of the vehicle, it depends on the vehicle type this information  
-- give different emission characteristics 
-- it shall be update when new class will be defined 
VehicleEuroClass ::= ENUMERATED { 
    unknown    (1), -- Unknown, undefined, or not disclosed 
    euro0      (2), 
    euro1      (3), 
    euro2      (4), 
    euro3      (5), 
    euro3_DPF  (6), -- Diesel Particulate Filter  
    euro4      (7), 
    euro4_DPF  (8), -- Diesel Particulate Filter  
    euro5      (9), 
    euro6     (10), 
    reserved1 (11), -- For future use 
    reserved2 (12), -- For future use 
    reserved3 (13) -- For future use 
} 
 
-- Fuel type 
VehicleFuelType ::= ENUMERATED { 
  unknown    (0),   -- Unknown, undefined, or not disclosed 
  petrol     (1), 
  diesel     (2), 
  hybrid     (3), 
  lpg        (4),   -- Liquefied petroleum gas 
  cng        (5),   -- Compressed natural gas 
  methane    (6), 
  electric   (7), 
  bioDiesel  (8), 
  reserved1  (9),   -- For future use 
  reserved2 (10),   -- For future use 
  reserved3 (11)    -- For future use 
} 
 
-- load percentage 0 % .. 100 %, OPTIONAL = unknown 
-- VehicleWeightCurrent = VehicleWeightDry + LoadPercentage * 
--                       (VehicleWeightTotal - VehicleWeightDry) 
LoadPercentage ::= INTEGER (0 .. 100) 
 
--total weight of the vehicle in kg  (legal maximum) 
VehicleWeight ::= INTEGER (0 .. 1000000) 
 
-- the max (kW) power produced by the Power Train 0 - 1000 kW 
VehiclePowerTrainCapacity::= INTEGER (0 .. 1000) 
 
-- scale=0.1 MJ/km 
-- This applies to passenger cars 
VehicleEfficiency ::= INTEGER (0 .. 10000) 
 
-- scale=0.1 MJ/km/Mg 
-- This applies to trucks. 
TransportEfficiencyAverage ::= INTEGER (0 .. 10000) 
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END 

 
ITM 

 
-- This ASN.1 Module contain eCoMove private defintions. 
-- This message defines the 
-- Intersection Topology Message 
-- It is adopted from simTD project. 
 
-- Revision log 
-- Initial version, simTD project, 2010 
-- Adopted for eCoMove, Ola Martin Lykkja, Q-Free ASA, 1 Oct 2011. 
 
ITM-PDU-Descriptions DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::= BEGIN 
 
IMPORTS  
    TurnDirection, Direction, TimeStamp, ReferencePosition, RoadSegmentID, Dimension, 
    DecentralizedSituationLocation, DecentralizedSituationManagement, ItsPduHeader 
        FROM DENM-PDU-Descriptions { itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) 

itsDomain (5) wg1 (1) ts (102637) denm (3) 
version2 (2) } 

    IntersectionID, LaneNumber 
        FROM ECoMove-Misc; 
 
-- Top level PDU for ITM, aligned with other ecoMessages and DENM 
ItmPdu ::= SEQUENCE { 
 header ItsPduHeader,     -- Message Id = 107 
 itm     IntersectionTopologyMessage 
} 
 
IntersectionTopologyMessage ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- container with management and version control, aligned with DENM 
 management      DecentralizedSituationManagement, 
  
 -- application container  
 intersection    Intersection, 
  
 -- container with location, aligned with DENM 
 location        DecentralizedSituationLocation 
}     
 
Intersection ::= SEQUENCE { 
 name            DescriptiveName OPTIONAL,   -- Used for verfication purposes 
only 
 id              IntersectionID, 
 refPoint        ReferencePosition,          -- the reference from which 
subsequent data points are offset until a new point is used. 
 refInterNum     IntersectionID OPTIONAL,    -- not to be used in eCoMove 
 orientation     Heading OPTIONAL,           -- not to be used in eCoMove 
 laneWidth       LaneWidth OPTIONAL,         -- reference width used by 
subsequent lanes until a new width is given 
 type            IntersectionStatusObject OPTIONAL,                  -- not to 
be used in eCoMove 
 approaches      SEQUENCE SIZE(1..32) OF ApproachObject,             -- data 
about one or more approaches (lane data is found here) 
 preemptZones    SEQUENCE SIZE(1..32) OF SignalControlZone OPTIONAL, -- not to 
be used in eCoMove 
 priorityZones   SEQUENCE SIZE(1..32) OF SignalControlZone OPTIONAL, -- not to 
be used in eCoMove 
 conflictArea    SEQUENCE SIZE(0..256) OF Area OPTIONAL,             -- not to 
be used in eCoMove 
 ... 
} 
 
-- Link connected to intersection with all incoming and outgoing lanes 
ApproachObject ::= SEQUENCE { 
 refPoint    ReferencePosition OPTIONAL, -- not to be used in eCoMove, use ref-
pos in Intersection type. 
 -- Width used by lanes in this approach unless specified at more detailed level 
 laneWidth   LaneWidth OPTIONAL, 
 approach    Approach OPTIONAL, -- list of incoming lanes 
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 egress      Approach OPTIONAL, -- list of outgoing lanes 
 ... 
} 
 
-- Egress or approach of a link containing all lanes 
Approach ::= SEQUENCE { 
 name             DescriptiveName OPTIONAL,  -- Used for verfication purposes 
only 
 id               RoadSegmentID   OPTIONAL, 
 drivingLanes     SEQUENCE SIZE(0..32) OF VehicleReferenceLane, 
 computedLanes    SEQUENCE SIZE(0..32) OF VehicleComputedLane, 
 trainsAndBuses   SEQUENCE SIZE(0..32) OF SpecialLane OPTIONAL,   -- not to be 
used in eCoMove 
 barriers         SEQUENCE SIZE(0..32) OF BarrierLane OPTIONAL,   -- not to be 
used in eCoMove 
 crosswalks       SEQUENCE SIZE(0..32) OF CrosswalkLane OPTIONAL, -- not to be 
used in eCoMove 
 ... 
} 
 
VehicleLane ::= SEQUENCE { 
 laneNumber       LaneNumber, 
 laneWidth        LaneWidth                        OPTIONAL, 
 laneAttributes   VehicleLaneAttributes, 
 keepOutList      NodeList                         OPTIONAL,  -- not to be used 
in eCoMove 
 connectsTo       ConnectsTo,                                 -- a list of other 
lanes and their turning used by this lane 
 conflictAreaIDs  SEQUENCE SIZE(0..256) OF INTEGER OPTIONAL,  -- not to be used 
in eCoMove 
 speedLimit       INTEGER (0..150), 
 ... 
} 
 
-- Lane defined by a point list 
VehicleReferenceLane ::= SEQUENCE { 
 lane             VehicleLane, 
 nodeList         NodeList, 
 ... 
} 
 
-- lane defined by offset to an reference lane 
VehicleComputedLane ::= SEQUENCE { 
 lane             VehicleLane, 
 refLaneNumber    LaneNumber, 
 lineOffset       DrivenLineOffset, 
 ... 
} 
 
-- List of relative positions describing an egress or approach 
-- Offsets are additive from the last point. 
-- first point is the the stop line or point at the boarder of the intersection area. 
-- Center of the lane. 
NodeList ::= SEQUENCE { 
 nodes SEQUENCE SIZE (2..64) OF Offsets 
} 
 
-- providing offsets in an karthesian coordinate system in 1cm granularity 
Offsets ::= SEQUENCE { 
 xOffset   INTEGER (-32767..32767), 
 yOffset   INTEGER (-32767..32767), 
 zOffset   INTEGER (-32767..32767) OPTIONAL, 
 width     LaneWidth OPTIONAL 
} 
 
-- perpendicular offset from the center lane of the reference lane to the center 
-- line of the described lane. 
-- positive values describe a offset to the right in the direction of the NodeList 
-- (clockwise at the intersection) 
-- granularity 1 cm 
DrivenLineOffset ::= INTEGER (-32767..32767) 
 
-- List of possible connection of a lane 
ConnectsTo ::= SEQUENCE(SIZE(1..48)) OF ConnectionInformation 
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ConnectionInformation ::= SEQUENCE { 
 lane          LaneNumber, 
 intersection  IntersectionID, 
 maneuver      TurnDirection 
} 
 
VehicleLaneAttributes ::= BIT STRING { 
 noData (0), 
 egressPath (1), -- a two-way path or an outbound path is described 
 maneuverStraightAllowed (2), 
 maneuverLeftAllowed (3), 
 maneuverRightAllowed (4), 
 yield (5), 
 maneuverNoUTurn (6), 
 maneuverNoTurnOnRed (7), 
 maneuverNoStop (8), 
 noStop (9), 
 noTurnOnRed (10), 
 hovLane (11), 
 bus (12), -- SAE busOnly does not make sense in a Bit Field 
 taxi (13), -- SAE busAndTaxiOnly does not make sense in a Bit Field 
 maneuverHOVLane (14), 
 maneuverSharedLane (15), -- a "TWLTL" (two way left turn lane) 
 bike (16), -- SAE comment added maneuverBikeLane 
 train (17), -- added from SIM-TD includes train 
 individualTraffic (18), -- added from SIM-TD to distinguish special lanes 
 vehiclesEntering (19), -- for SIM-TD copied from SpecialLaneAttributes 
 vehiclesLeaving (20) -- for SIM-TD copied from SpecialLaneAttributes 
} 
 
Heading ::= Direction 
 
-- Width of a single lane 
LaneWidth ::= Dimension 
 
DescriptiveName ::= UTF8String 
 
 
-- Some types used above that is not used in simTD nor eCoMove 
NotToUseSAEonly ::= NULL 
 
Area ::= NotToUseSAEonly -- Description of a conflict area by for points which 
describe not necessarily a rectangle 
 
SpecialLane ::= NotToUseSAEonly -- features set at normal vehicle lane 
 
BarrierLane ::= NotToUseSAEonly 
 
CrosswalkLane ::= NotToUseSAEonly 
 
IntersectionStatusObject ::= NotToUseSAEonly 
 
SignalControlZone ::= NotToUseSAEonly 
 
END 

 
SLAM 

 
-- This ASN.1 Module contain eCoMove private defintions. 
-- This message defines the 
-- Speed and Line Advice Message 
 
-- Revision log 
-- Initial version, Francesco Alesiani, NEC Europe, 28 Oct 2011 
-- Initial version, Johannes Stille, Navteq, 28 Oct 2011 
-- Initial version, Ola Martin Lykkja, Navteq, 28 Oct 2011 
-- Additional explanatory comments, Francesco Alesiani, NEC Europe, 18 Nov 2011 
 
SLAM-PDU-Descriptions DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::= BEGIN 
 
IMPORTS  
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    ItsPduHeader, ReferencePosition, Waypoint,TimeStamp, VehicleSpeed, 
    DecentralizedSituationManagement, DecentralizedSituationLocation, Speed, 

ReferencePosition, RoadSegmentID 
         FROM DENM-PDU-Descriptions { itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) 

itsDomain (5) wg1 (1) ts (102637) denm (3) 
version2 (2) } 

    LaneNumber, IntersectionID 
         FROM ECoMove-Misc; 
 
 
SlamPdu ::= SEQUENCE { 
 header ItsPduHeader,     -- Message Id = 106 
 slam SpeedLaneAdviceDataMessage 
} 
 
SpeedLaneAdviceDataMessage ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- container with management and version control, aligned with DENM 
 management      DecentralizedSituationManagement, 
  
 -- application container  
 slamList        SEQUENCE OF SlamInfo, 
  
 -- container with location, location referencing with more detailed location 
description, aligned with DENM 
 location        DecentralizedSituationLocation, 
 ... 
}     
 
-- This type define a Link with reference to a ITM message. Intersection id should 
-- be local so the provider of the ITM message should ensure that the validity of 
-- any message and the id of the ITM should not be repeated in a geographical area. 
LinkElement ::= SEQUENCE { 
 intersectionID IntersectionID, 
 roadSegmentID RoadSegmentID 
} 
 
-- This type define a Lane with reference to a ITM message. Intersection id should 
-- be local so the provider of the ITM message should ensure that the validity of 
-- any message and the id of the ITM should not be repeated in a geographical area. 
LaneElement ::= SEQUENCE { 
 intersectionID IntersectionID, 
 laneNumber      LaneNumber 
} 
 
-- This type define a Movement between two lane, with reference to a ITM message. 
-- intersection id should be local so the provider of the ITM message should ensure 
-- that the validity of any message and the id of the ITM should not be repeated in 
-- a geographical area. 
LaneMovementElement ::= SEQUENCE { 
 laneIn       LaneElement, 
 laneOut      LaneElement 
} 
 
-- This type define a Movement between two Links, with reference to a ITM message. 
-- intersection id should be local so the provider of the ITM message should ensure 
-- that the validity of any message and the id of the ITM should not be repeated in 
-- a geographical area. 
LinkMovementElement ::= SEQUENCE { 
 linkIn       LinkElement, 
 linkOut      LinkElement 
} 
 
-- This type contain the reference to one ITM element, using one of the 
-- above 4 types to define the movement or lane. 
IntersectionElement ::= CHOICE { 
 link         LinkElement, 
 lane           LaneElement, 
 linkMovement LinkMovementElement, 
 laneMovement LaneMovementElement 
} 
 
 
-- Waypoint is defined in DENM specification 
WayPointList ::= SEQUENCE{ 
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 waypoints SEQUENCE (SIZE(2..31)) OF Waypoint 
} 
 
-- This location reference is only Linear, it could describe a road streach 
-- using sequence of point or making refence to an approach in the ITM message. 
-- It could also describe a movement between two elements of an approach. It is 
-- important know when the geometry of the ITM approach is continuous or has 
-- discontinuities, to avoid mismatch between the distance run by the vehicle and 
-- the distance defined in the ITM. 
LocationReference ::= CHOICE { 
 -- Consequtive positions of the trace location referencing mechanism using 2 or 
more lat/long points. 
 trace        WayPointList, 
  
 -- ITM reference (refers to Intersection Topology Message) 
 intersectionElement IntersectionElement, 
 
 -- more location referencing mechanism to be added in the future 
 ... 
} 
 
Percentage10 ::= INTEGER(0..1000) -- percentage with scale factor of 0.1 
 
-- All advices are point advice, the information is valid from the defined 
-- point (LocationReference, relative position in percent) and valid from 
-- that point on. 
AdviceObject ::= SEQUENCE { 
 relativePosition Percentage10, -- relative position as percentage 
 
 -- Advices are related.  You may specify a certain speed on a certain lane in 
one message/advice.  Or speed and lane. 
 -- If you need to specify multiple advices, just use two (or more) advice 
elements in the slamList. 
 advice SEQUENCE  { 
  speedAdvice     VehicleSpeed OPTIONAL, -- speed in decimeter per 
seconds, harmonized with CAM speed info, valid from that point on 
  timeAdviceOffset  INTEGER(0..3600) OPTIONAL, -- time reference, relative 
to generation time (in ItsPduHeader),in seconds 
  laneNumber    LaneNumber OPTIONAL,    -- advice to use a specific 
lane 
  endAdvice    BOOLEAN,                -- information to close/end 
a speed advice. 
           
  -- TRUE is end of the advice. FALSE: start advice with one (or more) of 
speed/time/lane 
  ... 
 } 
} 
 
SlamInfo ::= SEQUENCE { 
 locationReference  LocationReference, 
 adviceObject   AdviceObject 
} 
  
END 

 
SRM 

 
-- Signal Request Message 
-- 
-- This ASN.1 Module contain eCoMove private defintions. 
-- Extracted from eCoMove D2.5 Preliminary Definiton of ecomessages, May 2011. 
-- Some adoptions was made to correct ASN.1 syntax and reduce number of eCoMove 
specific definitions. 
-- 
-- This message is obsolete, but kept here for reference 
-- 
-- Revision log 
-- Initial version, Wenhui Zhang, NEC, May 2011 
-- Adaption to ASN.1, Ola Martin Lykkja, Q-Free ASA, 7 July 2011 
 
SRM-PDU-Descriptions DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::= BEGIN 
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IMPORTS  
    ItsPduHeader, DecentralizedSituationManagement, DecentralizedSituationLocation 
         FROM DENM-PDU-Descriptions { itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) 

itsDomain (5) wg1 (1) ts (102637) denm (3) 
version2 (2) } 

    LaneNumber, IntersectionID 
         FROM ECoMove-Misc; 
 
 
SrmPdu ::= SEQUENCE { 
 header ItsPduHeader,  
 srm     SignalRequestMessage 
} 
 
SignalRequestMessage::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- container with management and version control 
 management     DecentralizedSituationManagement, 
 -- application container  
 signalRequest SignalRequest, 
 -- container with  location, location referencing with more detailed location 
description  
 location     DecentralizedSituationLocation, 
 ... 
} 
 
SignalRequest ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- the target intersection ID   
 id               IntersectionID, 
 -- approach lane 
 inLane          LaneNumber OPTIONAL, 
 -- egress lane 
 outLane          LaneNumber OPTIONAL, 
 -- the time in the near future when service is requested to start   
   timeOfService   INTEGER (0..65536)   OPTIONAL, -- units of 0.01 seconds 
   -- the time in the near future when service is requested to end 
 endOfService    INTEGER (0..65536)   OPTIONAL  -- units of 0.01 seconds 
} 
 
END 

 
 

TPEGM 
 
-- TPEG Message 
-- 
-- This ASN.1 Module contain eCoMove private defintions. 
-- Extracted from eCoMove D2.5 Preliminary Definiton of ecomessages, May 2011. 
-- Some adoptions was made to correct ASN.1 syntax and reduce number of eCoMove 
specific definitions. 
 
-- Revision log 
-- Initial version, Wenhui Zhang, NEC, May 2011 
-- Adaption to ASN.1, Ola Martin Lykkja, Q-Free ASA, 7 July 2011 
-- Addition of xml, Francesco Alesiani, NEC Europe, 22 Nov 2011 
 
TPEGM-PDU-Descriptions DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::= BEGIN 
 
IMPORTS  
    ItsPduHeader, DecentralizedSituationManagement, DecentralizedSituationLocation 
         FROM DENM-PDU-Descriptions { itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) 

itsDomain (5) wg1 (1) ts (102637) denm (3) 
version2 (2) }; 

 
TpegPdu ::= SEQUENCE { 
 header ItsPduHeader,  
 tpegV2X TPEGV2X 
} 
 
TPEGV2X ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- container with management and version control 
 management DecentralizedSituationManagement, 
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 -- container with TPEG message 
 tpeg CHOICE { 
  binary OCTET STRING,  -- TPEG message is encapsulated in the message as 
binary octet array 
  xml    UTF8String     -- XML text format 
 }, 
 -- container with  location, location referencing with more detailed location 
description  
 location DecentralizedSituationLocation, 
 ... 
} 
 
END 

 
TSPDM 

 
-- Traffic Signal Phase Data Message 
-- 
-- This ASN.1 Module contain eCoMove private defintions. 
-- Extracted from eCoMove D2.5 Preliminary Definiton of ecomessages, May 2011. 
-- Some adoptions was made to correct ASN.1 syntax and reduce number of eCoMove 
specific definitions. 
 
-- Revision log 
-- Initial version, Wenhui Zhang, NEC, May 2011 
-- Adaption to ASN.1, Ola Martin Lykkja, Q-Free ASA, 7 July 2011 
-- Revised, Francesco Alesiani, NEC Oct 2011 
 
TSPDM-PDU-Descriptions DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::= BEGIN 
 
IMPORTS 
    ItsPduHeader, DecentralizedSituationManagement, DecentralizedSituationLocation, 
    TurnDirection, Confidence 
         FROM DENM-PDU-Descriptions { itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) 

itsDomain (5) wg1 (1) ts (102637) denm (3) 
version2 (2) } 

    LaneNumber, IntersectionID 
         FROM ECoMove-Misc; 
 
 
TspdmPdu ::= SEQUENCE { 
 header ItsPduHeader,  
 tspdm TrafficSignalPhaseDataMessage 
} 
 
TrafficSignalPhaseDataMessage ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- container with management and version control 
 management      DecentralizedSituationManagement, 
 -- application container  
 signalStateData SignalStateData, 
 -- container with location, location referencing with more detailed location 
description  
 location        DecentralizedSituationLocation, 
 ... 
}  
 
SignalStateData ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- this provided a unique mapping to the intersection map in question 
 id     IntersectionID, 
  
 -- general status of the controller 
 status IntersectionStatusObject, 
  
 states SEQUENCE (SIZE(1..255)) OF MovementState 
 -- each active Movement/Lane is given in turn and contains its state, and 
seconds to the next event etc. 
} 
 
-- general status of the controller 
IntersectionStatusObject ::= BIT STRING { 
 manual (0),      -- Manual Control is enabled. Timing reported is per 
programmed values, etc but 
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                  -- person at cabinet can manually request that certain 
intervals are terminated early (e.g. green) 
 stopTime (1),    -- Stop Time is activated and all counting/timing has stopped. 
 conflict (2),    -- Intersection is in Conflict Flash. 
 preempt (3),     -- Preempt is Active 
 transit (4),     -- Transit Signal Priority (TSP) is Active 
 proceedYel (5),  -- Permission to proceed on yellow 
 reserved1 (6),   -- Reserved 
 reserved2 (7),   -- Reserved as zero 
 flashYelAll (8), -- controller is in yellow flash state for all legs (e.g. at 
night) 
 flashYelMin (9), -- controller is in yellow flash state for minor legs only, 
major legs are switched off (see OCIT [16]) 
 partOff (10),    -- controller is partially switched off or partially yellow 
flashing (see OCIT) 
 problem (11),    -- controller has communication problems (see OCIT) 
 exceptional(12), -- exceptional operation (e.g. during maintenance) (see OCIT) 
 off (13)         -- controller is switched off (see OCIT) 
} 
 
MovementState ::= SEQUENCE { 
 movementId       INTEGER OPTIONAL, 
 category         TrafficCategory,           -- individual Traffic, public 
transport, .. 
 lineRef          IA5String(SIZE(0..32)),    -- grouping of routes that is 
generally known to the public by a similar name 
 laneSet          LaneSet,                   -- the collection of lanes, to 
which this state data applies 
 currState        ColorState OPTIONAL,       -- the state of a Motorised lane 
 relevantManeuver TurnDirection,             -- turnuTurn, sharpRight, right, 
slightRight, straight, slightLeft, left, sharpLeft 
 nextChanges      SEQUENCE OF Change,        -- description of next phase 
changes 
 vehicleCount     INTEGER(0..60000) OPTIONAL -- tailback; number of vehicles in 
the queue 
} 
 
TrafficCategory ::= BIT STRING { 
 privateTraffic (0), 
 publicTransport_Road(1), 
 publicTransport_Rail(2) 
} 
 
-- the collection of lanes, by num, to which some state data applies; unique ID of a 
lane at an intersection or other topology data set 
LaneSet ::= SET (SIZE(1..127)) OF LaneNumber 
 
-- change of signal phase 
Change ::= SEQUENCE { 
 minTimeToChange    TimeToChange,  -- a count of the minimum time in seconds 
remaining in this state 
 maxTimeToChange    TimeToChange,  -- a count of the maximum time in seconds 
remaining in this state 
 likelyTimeToChange TimeToChange,  -- a count of the most probable time in 
seconds remaining in this State 
 confidence         Confidence,    -- a confidence value for likelyTimeToChange. 
 passState          BOOLEAN,       -- true (green light), vehicles may pass, 
false (red/amber light) 
 predCnt            INTEGER        -- for which state is this valid??details to 
be checked with simTD 
} 
 
-- time interval until signal state change. Reserved meanings: 0, 65531, 65532, 65533, 
65534, and 65535. 
TimeToChange ::= INTEGER (0..65535) 
 
 
-- Proposal for ColorState from ETSI TR 102 863 V1.1.1 (2011-06): Local Dynamic Map 
(LDM); Rationale for and guidance on standardization 
-- Section 7.5.2, page 21. 
ColorState ::= ENUMERATED { 
 unknown, 
     dark, 
 red, 
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 redToGreenIntermediate, 
 green, 
 greenToRedIntermediate, 
 flashingAmber, 
 flashingGreen, 

flashingRed    -- Not in ETSI draft, added for completeness. 
} 
 
END 

 
VPM 

 
-- Vehicle Path Message 
-- 
-- This ASN.1 Module contain eCoMove private defintions. 
-- Extracted from eCoMove D2.5 Preliminary Definiton of ecomessages, May 2011. 
-- Some adoptions was made to correct ASN.1 syntax and reduce number of eCoMove 
specific definitions. 
 
-- Revision log 
-- Initial version, Christain Skupin, Bosch, April 2011 
-- Initial version, Wenhui Zhang, NEC, May 2011 
-- Adaption to ASN.1, Ola Martin Lykkja, Q-Free ASA, 7 July 2011 
-- Revised, Francesco Alesiani, NEC Oct 2011 
-- Revised, Christain Skupin, Bosch, Oct 2011 
-- Revised, Ola Martin Lykkja, Q-Free ASA, 7 July 2011 
 
VPM-PDU-Descriptions DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::= BEGIN 
 
IMPORTS  
    ItsPduHeader, DecentralizedSituationManagement, DecentralizedSituationLocation, 
    Speed, Direction, ReferencePosition, TimeStamp, DataVersion, ActionID, 
    Confidence, StationID 
         FROM DENM-PDU-Descriptions { itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) 

itsDomain (5) wg1 (1) ts (102637) denm (3) 
version2 (2) } 

    LaneNumber, IntersectionID 
         FROM ECoMove-Misc; 
 
VpmPdu ::= SEQUENCE { 
 header  ItsPduHeader,  
 vpm     VehiclePathMessage 
} 
 
VehiclePathMessage ::= SEQUENCE { 
 --  container with VP management and version control 
 management DecentralizedSituationManagement, 
 -- container with VP 
 vehiclePath VehiclePath, 
 -- container with VP location, location referencing with more detailed location 
description  
 location DecentralizedSituationLocation,   
 ... 
} 
 
-- VehiclePath may have one entry if sent by a vehicle or multiple entries if sent by 
an RSU 
VehiclePath ::= SEQUENCE SIZE (0 .. 31) OF SEQUENCE { 
 -- the previous historic trajectory (trace) 
 pathHistory         Path OPTIONAL, 
 -- several most probable future paths 
 mostProbablePaths   SEQUENCE SIZE (0 .. 31) OF ProbablePath OPTIONAL, 
 -- originator 
 stationID           StationID OPTIONAL 
} 
 
-- Path has a set of path points 
Path ::= SEQUENCE SIZE (0 .. 32) OF PathPoint 
 
PathPoint ::=  SEQUENCE { 
 -- The default value of AnchorPoint is the position of vehicle specified in the 
location container 
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 anchorPoint ReferencePosition OPTIONAL, 
 
   latOffset INTEGER (-131072 .. 131071),   
    longOffset INTEGER (-131072 .. 131071), 
     -- in 1/10th micro degrees   
     -- value  131071 to be used for  131071 or greater  
     -- value -131071 to be used for -131071 or less  
     -- value -131072 to be used for unavailable lat or long  
  
    vertOffset INTEGER (-2048..2047) OPTIONAL,  
     -- LSB units of 10 cm  
    -- value  2047 to be used for  2047 or greater  
     -- value -2047 to be used for -2047 or greater  
 
   timeOffset TimeOffset OPTIONAL,    
 
  accuracy Confidence OPTIONAL,    
   -- INTEGER (0-15)  
  
  heading   Direction  OPTIONAL,     
    -- INTEGER{north(0), east(7200), south(14400), west(21600)} (0..28799) 
 
    speed     Speed      OPTIONAL 
 -- multiples of 0.01 m/s 
} 
 
TimeOffset ::= INTEGER (-65535 .. 65535)  
-- LSB units off 10 mSec 
-- value 65534 to be used for 65534 or greater 
-- negative is past, future is positive 
 
ProbablePath ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- short term destination  
 destination    ReferencePosition OPTIONAL, 
 -- the probability  of the predicted path below 
 probability     INTEGER (0 .. 100), 
 -- the most probable path   
 path            Path 
} 
 
END 

 
SAM 

 
-- This ASN.1 Module contain eCoMove private defintions. 
-- Extracted from eCoMove D2.5 Preliminary Definiton of ecomessages, May 2011. 
-- Some adoptions was made to correct ASN.1 syntax and reduce number of eCoMove 
specific definitions. 
 
-- Revision log 
-- Initial version, Ola Martin Lykkja, Q-Free ASA, 7 July 2011 
 
SAM-PDU-Descriptions DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::= BEGIN 
 
IMPORTS  
    ItsPduHeader 
         FROM DENM-PDU-Descriptions { itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) 
itsDomain (5) wg1 (1) ts (102637) denm (3) version2 (2) }; 
 
SamPdu ::= SEQUENCE { 
 -- A messageID must be allocated to SamInfo 
 itsHeader  ItsPduHeader, 
 samList    SEQUENCE OF SamInfo 
} 
 
SamInfo ::= SEQUENCE { 
  -- AID (application ID) 
 aid             INTEGER (0 .. 4294967295), 
  -- Application specific data 
 data            OCTET STRING (SIZE(1..256)) OPTIONAL, 
 -- Service endpoint network address 
  endpointAddress IA5String                   OPTIONAL 
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} 
 
END 

 
Common Definitions 

 
-- This ASN.1 Module contain eCoMove private defintions.  These was proposed to ETIS 
ITS WG1 meeting #15 in June 2011. 
 
-- Revision log 
-- Initial version, Ola Martin Lykkja, Q-Free ASA, 7 July 2011 
 
ECoMove-Misc DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::= BEGIN 
 
-- Value to be used in ItsPduHeader.messageID 
camMessageId     INTEGER ::=    0 -- CAM 
denmMessageId    INTEGER ::=    1 -- DENM 
tpegmMessageId   INTEGER ::=  101 -- TPEG 
tspdmMessageId   INTEGER ::=  102 -- TSPDM 
vpmMessageId     INTEGER ::=  103 -- VPM 
srmMessageId     INTEGER ::=  104 -- SRM 
ecoCamMessageId  INTEGER ::=  105 -- ecoCAMext 
slamMessageId    INTEGER ::=  106 -- SLAM 
itmMessageId     INTEGER ::=  107 -- ITM 
samMessageId     INTEGER ::=  150 -- SAM 
 
IntersectionID ::= INTEGER (0..999999) 
 
-- Replace LaneNumber with Lane at a later time. 
LaneNumber ::= INTEGER (0..255) 
 
END 
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Annex D – VPM packet size analysis 
This ANNEX investigates the packet size of a typical VPM in consideration of 
different used types of location references. 
 

VPM Location Reference Extension 
VPM message could be extend to include current state of the art location reference 
technology. A possible approach for Location refence extension is to use the data 
frame DecentralizedSituationLocation, which is part of the ETSI DENM (see ETSI 
TS 102 637-3 V1.1.1). It follows the structure: 
 
DecentralizedSituationLocation::= SEQUENCE { 

-- description of the event position 
eventPosition  CHOICE { 

 -- the geographical position of the event reference position 
 eventPositionCurrentDefinition  EventPosition, 
 ... 

}, 
 

-- location referencing of the event position 
locationRef  CHOICE { 

 -- consequence position of the trace location referencing mechanism 
 trace    TraceLocData, 
 -- more location referencing mechanism to be added 
 ... 

}, 
... 

} 
 
A possible approach is to extend by adding two Location Reference elements: 
 
-- location referencing of the event position 
locationRef  CHOICE { 
  -- consequence position of the trace location referencing mechanism 
  trace    TraceLocData,  
  
  -- AGORA-C (DLR1) location referencing mechanism 
  dlr1    DLR1,   
 
  -- OpenLR  location referencing mechanism 
  openLR   OpenLR,  
 
 -- more location referencing mechanism to be added 
 ... 
}, 
DLR1 ::= OCTET STRING 
OpenLR ::= OCTET STRING 
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Determination of VPM packet size 
In VPM there are two different types for representation of a point location, path or 
trajectory available. On the one hand a point location like the vehicles’ current 
position or short-term destination can be represented by its absolute coordinates2 
utilizing the ReferencePosition data frame provided by VPM. A path or trajectory can 
be described by a sequence of relative coordinates/path points (whereby each path 
point gets represented by data frame PahtPoint) respectively. On the other hand a 
point locations, path or trajectory can be described by a more complex location 
referencing mechanism like AGORA-C or OpenLR3

 
.  

For determination of VPM packet size the following cases are considered 
• Point locations, trajectory and paths get represented by coordinates/path points 
• Point locations, trajectory and paths get represented both by coordinates/path 

points and AGORA-C LRs 
• Point locations and paths get represented by AGORA-C LRs 
 
In any case, as general constraint on this packet size investigation the VPM shall 
contain the three most probable paths of the vehicle which is originator of the VPM. 
The originator’s trajectory shall only be considered in case the originator’s current 
position is represented by means of the data frame ReferencePostion, which provides 
the corresponding coordinates. The trajectory (represented be a sequence of 
coordinates/path points) is necessary here to enable a more reliable map matching of 
the current vehicle’s location. In case of exclusively utilizing the AGORA-C location 
referencing for representation of locations this is not necessary, because AGORA-C 
already provides a relatively reliable representation of a location4

 
. 

 
Assumptions concerning the representation of locations 

In case of representing a point location (the vehicles current position or its short term 
destination) by its coordinates by means of utilization of the data frame 
ReferencePosition, the following attributes shall be used 
• Longitude  (32 Bit) 
• Latitude (32 Bit) 
• Elevation (24 Bit) 
resulting in a data size of 88 Bit per ReferencePosition. 
 
In case of using path points for description of the vehicles trajectory and probable 
paths the following constraints are considered: 

                                                 
2 The term coordinate is used here as synonym for WGS84 coordinate. 
3 In this document, the AGORA-C location referencing mechanism gets considered for 
determination of VPM packet size. Because OpenLR is more or less a subset of AGORA-C, it 
can be assumed that utilization of OpenLR location references result in similar or slightly 
smaller data sizes. 
4 According to document “ISO/FDIS 17572-3:2008(E)” ([18]) the decoding process of an 
AGORA-C location reference shall have a success rate of 95%. Investigations reported in [3] 
even resulted in a success rate of 98%. 
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• Each path or trajectory gets represented by a sequence of 32 path points / data 
frames of type PathPoint5

• Each path point of type PathPoint provides several attributes for description of a 
path point. The following two path point content profiles shall be considered 

 

o Profile1 (do not transmit path related speed and time profile):   
use path point attributes  
 latOffset (18 Bit) 
 longOffset (18 Bit) 
resulting in a data size of 37 Bit per PathPoint. 

o Profile2 (transmit path related speed and time profile):   
use path point attributes 
 latOffset (18 Bit) 
 longOffset (18 Bit) 
 timeOffset (17 Bit) 
 Speed  (16 Bit) 
resulting in a data size of 69 Bit per PathPoint. 
 

In case of exclusive utilization of AGORA-C location references for description of the 
vehicles trajectory and probable paths the following constraints are considered: 
• Because of exclusively using an AGORA-C location reference for representation 

of a probable path, the attributes latOffset and longOffset are not necessary 
anymore. To provide transmission of a path related speed or time profile these 
attributes optionally shall be utilized together with the PathPoint’s attribute 
distance, which represents the distance along path beginning from its start (related 
to the path’s beginning). 

• Beside a non provision of path related speed or time profile the utilization of these 
profiles shall be considered by using a sequence of 32 path points for their 
representation. Then each path point shall provide the attributes 

o Distance   (16 Bit) 
o timeOffset  (17 Bit) 
o Speed   (16 Bit) 
resulting in a data size of 49 Bit per PathPoint. 
 

 
Regarding the data size of an AGORA-C coded location reference an estimation has 
to be made. According to [19] an AGORA-C LR on average shall stay within 50 
Bytes. Instead of using expectation values, in this investigation a more conservative 
coding size estimation shall be made. 
 
With respect to a set of AGORA-C test samples (available to BOSCH) representing a 
path with maximum length of approximately 2 km (which is the maximum length also 
considered for a probable path6

                                                 
5 This is the maximum allowed path point sequence length for representation of a 
trajectory/trace. 

) the maximum coding size investigated was 108 
Bytes. This conservative estimation of coding size shall be used in this document for 
any AGORA-C location. 

6 This restriction is cause of the limited range provided by data element latOffset and 
longOffset respectively. 
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Assumptions on data sizes of VPM’s elements in general 

Beside the location representation assumptions as described above the general VPM 
elements get considered for packet size investigation as follows: 
 

 protocolVersion  (  8 Bit) 
PDU header  (64 Bit) 

 messageID (  8 Bit)   
 generationTime (48 Bit) 
 
 

 actionID  (48 Bit) 
VPM management container (64 Bit) 

 dataVersion (  8 Bit) 
 reliability7

 isNegation
  (  7 Bit) 
8

 
 (  1 Bit) 

 

This container has the vehicle’s path and trajectory data as content. Its data size 
depends on the choise of the different location representation profiles as described 
above. Regarding the VehiclePath container’s general structure it contains 

VehiclePath container 

 stationID  
Only necessary in case trajectory or probable paths of different vehicles shall be 
transmitted within one VPM; is not considered here.  

 pathHistory  
Describes the vehicle’s trajectory by utilization a sequence of path points (data 
frame PathPoints); is considered as optional here, dependent on chosen location 
representation profile. The Bit size of pathHistory can be calculated as 

)BitSize( )SequLen()BitSize( pathPointpathPointypathHistor ⋅= ,  
where BitSize(pathPoint) represents the Bit size per pathPoint and 
SequLen(pathPoint)  the sequence length of used pathPoints. 

 
 VehiclePath 

Describes the vehicle’s probable paths by utilization a sequence of path points or 
an AGORA-C location reference for representation of each path. In addition, each 
path’s probability is given as well as each path’s related short term destination, 
which can be represented via coordinates using the ReferencePosition data frame 
as content of DecentralizedSituationLocation data frame or via AGORA-C 
location reference. In case of using AGORA-C location references each probable 
path and the related short term destination are merged into one AGORA-C 
location reference. The Bit size of data frame VehiclePath can be calculated as 

                                                 
7 This data element is mandatory part of the DENM message container. Because the VPM 
uses a DENM like message container this data element is also part of VPM message 
container, even if its use it not necessary in VPM. It may be that within further ETSI DENM 
standardization process this data element won’t be mandatory anymore. 
8 See footnote 7 
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(

),)BitSize(                                                     
 )BitSize(                                                     

)BitSize( )SequLen(                                                     

)BitSize()BitSize( paths

AGORAbool

coordbool

ndestinatioN
ndestinatioN

pathPointpathPoint
yprobabilitNhVehiclePat

⋅+
⋅+

⋅+

⋅=







 

where pathsN  is the number of transmitted probable paths,  
)BitSize( yprobabilit =7 Bit  

is the data size for giving the probability of one probable path, 
)BitSize( ccordndestinatio  is the necessary data size for giving the short term 

destination via coordinates (by utilizing data frame ReferencePosition), 
)BitSize( AGORAndestinatio represents the data size of a AGORA-C coded probable 

path incl. the related short term destination, and { }1;0∈boolN serves as switch 
operator, related to the choice of used location representation of short term 
destination.  
 
 

The VPM’s location equals the location container defined in ETSI DENM and 
provides the reference position, which is the originator’s current position (or its last 
know position respectively). Within this container the reference position can be 
described by data frame ReferencePosition and/or by means AGORA-C location 
reference. 

Location container 

 
 

 referenceTime (48 Bit) 
ReferenceTime (48 Bit) 

 
In addition to these VPM elements’ data sizes, the overhead of several protocols has 
to be considered in which the VPM gets encapsulated. The amount of cumulative 
overhead, which results by forwarding the VPM from Facilities layer to underlying 
PHY layer via the Transport-, Network-, LLC-, and MAC layer, comprises9

 
: 

Layer Standard Protocol overhead 
Transport layer ETSI TC ITS Basic Transport Protocol – 

ETSI TS 102 636-5-1 
4 Byte 

Network layer ETSI ITS GeoNetworking – Draft ETSI 
TS 102 636-4-1 

36 Byte 

LLC layer ETSI ITS G5 – ETSI ES 202 663 8 Byte 
MAC layer ETSI ITS G5 – ETSI ES 202 663 36 Byte 
 
 
 

                                                 
9 For details see eCoMove document D2.4: „eCoMove Cooperative Communication Protocols 
Specification“. 
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Calculation of VPM packet sizes 
After introduction of the VPM’s content assumptions and the presentation of the 
related elementary data size consumptions in general, the resulting overall packet size 
of VPM shall be calculated now for each introduced content profile10

 
. 

Use coordinate based representation of locations 

In this case the current position (reference position) and the short term destinations of 
that car which originates the VPM are represented based on coordinates by utilization 
of data frame ReferencePosition. The originator’s trajectory and its three most 
probable paths are represented based on relative coordinates utilizing a sequence of 
path points (data frame PathPoint). Two different path point content profiles are 
considered as described in chapter 0. 
 
Overall VPM size using content profile1 (do not transmit path related speed and time 
profile): 
 PDU header:        64 Bit 
 VPM management container:      64 Bit 
 Vehicle Path container:   5721 Bit 

o pathHistory: 

  
Byte 148 Bit  1884Bit 3732                                       

  )BitSize( )SequLen()BitSize(
==⋅=
⋅= pathPointpathPointypathHistor

 

o VehiclePath: 
          

(

)
( )

Byte 479,625 Bit 3837Bit 12793
)BitSize(0Bit 881Bit 3732Bit 73                                     

,)BitSize(                   
 )BitSize(                   

)BitSize( )SequLen(                   

)BitSize()BitSize( paths

==⋅=
⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅=

⋅+
⋅+

⋅+

⋅=

AGORA

AGORAbool

coordbool

ndestinatio
ndestinatioN
ndestinatioN

pathPointpathPoint
yprobabilitNhVehiclePat







 
 Location container:       88 Bit 
 Reference Time:        48 Bit 
 Protocol overhead:     672 Bit 

Byte 125,328 Bit 6657Bit 672 Bit  48 Bit  88 Bit  7215Bit  64 Bit  64∑ ==+++++=  
 
Overall VPM size using content profile2 (transmit path related speed and time 
profile): 
 PDU header:        64 Bit 
 VPM management container:      64 Bit 
 Vehicle Path container:   9117 Bit 

o pathHistory: 

                                                 
10 The overall VPM packet size corresponds to the payload size of an ETSI ITS-G5 based 
message. The size of this payload is limited to maximum 2346 Bytes (see D2.4). 
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Byte 276 Bit  2208Bit 9632                                       

  )BitSize( )SequLen()BitSize(
==⋅=
⋅= pathPointpathPointypathHistor

 

o VehiclePath: 
          

(

)
( )

Byte 836,625 Bit 6909Bit 23033
)BitSize(0Bit 881Bit 9632Bit 73                                     

,)BitSize(                   
 )BitSize(                   

)BitSize( )SequLen(                   

)BitSize()BitSize( paths

==⋅=
⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅=

⋅+
⋅+

⋅+

⋅=

AGORA

AGORAbool

coordbool

ndestinatio
ndestinatioN
ndestinatioN

pathPointpathPoint
yprobabilitNhVehiclePat







 
 Location container:       88 Bit 
 Reference Time:        48 Bit 
 Protocol overhead:     672 Bit 

Byte ,6255621 Bit 10053Bit 672 Bit  48 Bit  88 Bit  9117Bit  64 Bit  64∑ ==+++++=
 
 
 

Use coordinate based representation of locations in addition to AGORA-C 
location references 

In this case, in addition to the case described in chapter 0, AGORA-C location 
references are applied for representation of the originator’s current location (reference 
position) as well as its probable paths incl. the related short term destinations. Two 
different path related content profiles are considered as described in chapter 0. 
 
Overall VPM size using content profile1 (do not transmit path related speed and time 
profile): 
 PDU header:        64 Bit 
 VPM management container:      64 Bit 
 Vehicle Path container:   8313 Bit 

o pathHistory: 

  
Byte 148 Bit  1884Bit 3732                                       

  )BitSize( )SequLen()BitSize(
==⋅=
⋅= pathPointpathPointypathHistor

 

o VehiclePath: 
          

(

)
( )

Byte 803,625 Bit 6429Bit 21433
Bit 8641Bit 881Bit 3732Bit 73                                     

)BitSize(                   
 )BitSize(                   

)BitSize( )SequLen(                   

)BitSize()BitSize( paths

==⋅=
⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅=

⋅+
⋅+

⋅+

⋅=

AGORAbool

coordbool

ndestinatioN
ndestinatioN

pathPointpathPoint
yprobabilitNhVehiclePat







 

 Location container:    952 Bit (= 88 Bit + 864 Bit) 
 Reference Time:        48 Bit 
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 Protocol overhead:     672 Bit 
Byte 125,6521 Bit 10113Bit 672 Bit  48 Bit  952 Bit  3138Bit  64 Bit  64∑ ==+++++=

 
 
Overall VPM size using content profile2 (transmit path related speed and time 
profile): 
 PDU header:        64 Bit 
 VPM management container:      64 Bit 
 Vehicle Path container:            11709 Bit 

o pathHistory: 

  
Byte 276 Bit  2208Bit 6932                                       

  )BitSize( )SequLen()BitSize(
==⋅=
⋅= pathPointpathPointypathHistor

 

o VehiclePath: 
          

(

)
( )

Byte 1187,625 Bit 9501Bit 31673
Bit 8641Bit 881Bit 6932Bit 73                                     

)BitSize(                   
 )BitSize(                   

)BitSize( )SequLen(                   

)BitSize()BitSize( paths

==⋅=
⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅=

⋅+
⋅+

⋅+

⋅=

AGORAbool

coordbool

ndestinatioN
ndestinatioN

pathPointpathPoint
yprobabilitNhVehiclePat







 

 Location container:    952 Bit (= 88 Bit + 864 Bit) 
 Reference Time:        48 Bit 
 Protocol overhead:     672 Bit 

Byte 625,6881 Bit 13509Bit 672 Bit  48 Bit  952 Bit  17091Bit  64 Bit  64∑ ==+++++=
 

Use AGORA-C location references for representation of locations 
exclusively 

In this case AGORA-C location references are used for representation of the 
originator’s current location (reference position) as well as for representation of its 
three most probable paths incl. the related short term destinations. Two different path 
related content profiles are considered as described in chapter 0. 
 
Overall VPM size using content profile1 (do not transmit path related speed and time 
profile): 
 PDU header:        64 Bit 
 VPM management container:      64 Bit 
 Vehicle Path container:   2613 Bit 

o pathHistory: (not needed) 
o VehiclePath: 
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(

)
( )

Byte 326,625 Bit 2613Bit 8713
Bit 8641Bit 0Bit 0Bit 73                                     

)BitSize(                   
 )BitSize(                   
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)BitSize()BitSize( paths

==⋅=
⋅+++⋅=
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⋅+
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⋅=

AGORAbool

coordbool

ndestinatioN
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pathPointpathPoint
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 Location container:    864 Bit  
 Reference Time:        48 Bit 
 Protocol overhead:     672 Bit 

Byte 625,405 Bit 4325Bit 672 Bit  48 Bit  864 Bit  2613Bit  64 Bit  64∑ ==+++++=  
 
Overall VPM size using content profile 2 (transmits path related speed and time 
profile): 
 PDU header:        64 Bit 
 VPM management container:      64 Bit 
 Vehicle Path container:   7317 Bit 

o pathHistory: (not needed) 
o VehiclePath: 

          
(

)
( )

Byte 914,625 Bit 7317Bit 24393
Bit 8641Bit 0Bit 4932Bit 73                                     

)BitSize(                   
 )BitSize(                   

)BitSize( )SequLen(                   

)BitSize()BitSize( paths

==⋅=
⋅++⋅+⋅=

⋅+
⋅+

⋅+

⋅=

AGORAbool

coordbool

ndestinatioN
ndestinatioN

pathPointpathPoint
yprobabilitNhVehiclePat







 

 Location container:    864 Bit  
 Reference Time:        48 Bit 
 Protocol overhead:     672 Bit 

Byte 625,1281 Bit 9029Bit 672 Bit  48 Bit  864 Bit  7317Bit  64 Bit  64∑ ==+++++=
 

Data size related potential savings 
In current approach the path point (data frame PathPoint) attributes Speed and 
Distance are DENM like data elements. They are defined as 
Distance ::= INTEGER (0..65535)   -- multiples of 1.0 m        (16Bit) 
Speed     ::= INTEGER (-32765..32765)  -- multiples of 0.01 m/s  (16Bit) 
and have a data size of 16 Bit per data element. According to their use in VPM, the 
range of value provided by both attributes is not needed. Sufficient would be to have 
an attribute representing the distance in a range of {0m,...,4094m} with a granularity 
of 2 meters and an attribute representing the vehicles speed in a range of {0 km/h, ... 
,511 km/h} with a granularity of one kilometre per hour. So these data elements could 
be defines as 
DistanceVPM ::= INTEGER (0..2047)   -- multiples of 2.0 m        (11Bit) 
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SpeedVPM     ::= INTEGER (0..511)   -- multiples of 1.0 km/h  ( 9 Bit) 
Thereby, for each path point’s speed attribute 7 Bit and for each path point’s distance 
attribute 5 Bit of data size can be saved. According to the VPM content assumed in 
this investigation the following overall data size savings of VPM packet can be 
achieved: 
• data size savings by utilization of new data element SpeedVPM as attribute of data 

frame PathPoint for representation of the vehicles speed compared to utilization 
of DENM like attribute Speed => ( ) Byte 112 Bit  896 bit7324 ==⋅ . 

• data size savings by utilization of new data element DistanceVPM as attribute of 
data frame PathPoint for representation of Distance along path compared to 
utilization of DENM like attribute Distance => ( ) Byte 80 Bit  640 bit5324 ==⋅ . 

Thus, in case of transmitting path related speed profiles, an amount of 192 Byte of 
VPM packet size can be saved, which is a percentage up to 17% of resulting VPM 
packet size, here. 
 
A decision has to be met, if instead of using DENM like attributes for representation 
of speed and distance, a utilization of such new data elements is worthwhile. 
 
Moreover, as path related attributes of probable path a speed-time profile is 
considered here as position related attachment, which results in redundant 
information. It would be enough to attach only time or speed information to positions 
along a probable path. 
 
Each speed or time attribute is of type 
TimeOffset ::= SEQUENCE{ -- (17Bit) 
     isFuture BOOLEAN, -- true for the future, false for the past 

 timeOffset INTEGER (0.65535)  
     -- LSB units off 10 mSec    
     -- value  65534 to be used for 65534 or greater  
     -- value  65535 to be unavailable 
} -- (17Bit)   
 
Speed ::= INTEGER(-32765..32765) -- multiples of 0.01 m/s (16Bit) 
By using only time profiles instead of speed – time profiles, a data amount of  
( ) Byte 256 Bit  2048 bit16324 ==⋅ can be saved, which results in a potential  VPM 

packet size reduction of up to 22 %, here. 
 

VPM packet size discussion 
Within this investigation it has been shown, that the VPM can result in a remarkable 
big packet size by transmitting a set of (only) three most probable paths (MPPs). The 
related resulting packet sizes are concluded in Table 14, thereby the following 
variants are considered: 

• Representation of location 
A: Use coordinate based representation of locations 
B: Use coordinate based representation of locations in addition to 

AGORA-C location references 
C: Use AGORA-C location references for representation of 

locations exclusively 
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• Consideration of path related speed and time profile 
 no 
 yes 

 
 

Packet size 
[Bytes] 

Consideration of path related speed and time profile 
no yes 

Represent. 
of location 

A 832.125 1256.625 
B 1265.125 1688.625 
C   540.625 1128.625 

Table 14: Resulting packet sizes of VPM containing three MPPs 
 
These results show that the packet size of VPM varies strongly, dependent on type of 
location representation and on choice of path related attributes. So, the consideration 
of path related speed and time profile results in an increase in packet size of about 
51% in case of using a coordinate based representation of location (choise A in Table 
14), and in an increase of about 100% in case of using AGORA-C for representation 
of locations (choise C in Table 14). 
 
Regarding the fact, that the maximum packet size is limited to 2346 Bytes and that a 
transmission of three probable paths can result in VPM packet size of 1688.625 Bytes, 
there is not much room of movement (concerning the resulting VPM packet size) for 
transmission of VPMs containing much more than three probable paths, especially in 
case locations shall be represented based on coordinates in addition to AGORA-C 
LRs and path related speed- and time profiles shall be considered in VPM. 
 
In any case, as further result of this investigation, it can be concluded, that using 
AGORA-C exclusively for representation of locations instead of the conventional 
method by representation of locations based on coordinates the resulting VPM packet 
size does not increase, even if the coding size of AGORA-C LR has been estimated in 
a conservative way within this investigation. The exclusive use of AGORA-C location 
referencing for representation of probable paths will not be realized within eCoMove, 
but can be interesting in respect of the VPM’s possible future usage. 
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